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Dedication 

 

This work is dedicated to those Americans who paid the price 

in lost wages and sleep; who had their businesses and 

marriages destroyed, and in some cases served prison time 

rather than submit to America’s largest financial crime, from 

which the lawless Congress and America’s pastors and CPAs 

make their living. These fighters for Tax Honesty have been 

called ‘tax cheats’ and worse. Some have stood on solid 

research, others on shaky or even preposterous theories.       

But all of them have been among the most                                  

devoted patriots in our republic.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

  

 

I've been a law-abiding Nontaxpayer for over 24 years. I don't fear my 

employees at the IRS. 

This book is neither legal nor tax advice. Americans have the God-given right 

called freedom of speech; neither corrupt government nor collusive ‘tax 

professionals’ can stop us from speaking, or thinking. This book does 

not incite law-breaking, violence, or even tar-and-feathers for thieves in 

Congress or their bag-men at IRS. 

Congress has long cultivated the IRS to be a lawless, unethical, highly 

politicized terror agency, as May 2013 news stories reveal. On June 13, 

2013 a member of Congress (the IRS's employer) suddenly questioned 

what its employees were doing, practicing with AR-15 rifles.  See the 

article HERE. 

Per Section 7608(a)(1) of the Code, only those IRS operatives engaged 

in enforcement of Subtitle E (alcohol, tobacco, firearms) are authorized 

by law to carry any kind of firearm.  Hitler’s Gestapo could not have 

done a more preposterous job of probing into Americans’ private lives, 

communications – even their private thoughts and intentions! – as IRS 

did in its 2015-16 round of scandals.  Meanwhile, these criminal 

operatives party hearty at Taxpayer expense. 

Don’t take my word for it; watch a video HERE of Tax Honesty 

spokesman Joe Banister, former IRS Criminal Investigation Division 

Special Agent at the 2012 Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers 

Association, explaining to fellow law enforcement personnel how 

corrupt the Congress’ IRS scam is. 

http://www.politico.com/story/2013/06/jeff-duncan-irs-rifle-training-92662.html?hp=f2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhR-7gAjL5Q&feature=results_main&playnext=1&list=PL60DA84208572ACB6
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Or go to the website of Christian mom, author, and former IRS Fraud 

Examiner Sherry Peel Jackson, who served two and a half years in prison 

for blowing the whistle on the criminal nature of the IRS.  

This primer is a bit long; I haven’t had time to edit this as well as I’d like, 

but some subjects in life can’t be conveyed in sound bites. If you’re not 

a reader, take it in installments. 

If reading just isn’t your cup of tea, go watch television and stay in the 

‘fair share’ line, but don’t complain about America becoming the next 

Russia. It’s your fault for financially supporting it, in ignorance. 

This Tax Honesty Primer is for Americans like me, who are as mad as 

hell at the corrupt, brazen Washington D.C. al Qaeda that believes they 

can do whatever they please, no matter how unconstitutional (illegal) 

and yet coerce Taxpayers to keep pulling the load like stupid oxen. 

You’re not an ox. Even if you graduated from government schools, you 

have a brain; it’s not illegal to use it. 

Living Lawfully – and Free 

It doesn’t take that many courageous, self-governing citizens to turn the 

tide of history, even if most people are afraid of their employees in 

Washington. At least in my own family life and finances, I have worked 

hard and studied long, to have the liberty that was once America’s 

promise. I live in greater liberty than my grandparents knew. The 

Internet is the great leveler against corrupt, powerful people who have 

enslaved working citizens for many generations. The law is on the side 

of right – on our side. 

When government becomes as massive and corrupt as Washington D.C. 

is, the last thing we need is lawless people as a counter-punch; we need 

rule of law for everyone. If you read this primer, I hope you’ll agree to 

make honesty your personal goal. I’ve read the Tax Code and cases for 26 

years, more than five times as long as I studied engineering at university. 

Two years into my due diligence, I stopped keeping records, filing, and 

fearing my employees. 

http://www.sherrypeeljackson.org/
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For over 24 years, I haven't financially supported criminals. I don’t 

worry about today’s news cycles or political fights because I don’t have 

a dog in that fight anymore. I don’t allow Nancy Pelosi, Mitch 

McConnell, and all their fellow corrupt scum to skim my checks for their 

illicit uses. 

If you’re still trapped in the ‘fair share’ (of gang rape) line, still getting 

your reaming every paycheck, then you may hold it against me. Please 

don’t. Like millions of non-filers who are law-abiding Nontaxpayers, I’m 

happy and relieved that for over two decades I haven’t been funding 

socialist, illegal federal projects, agencies, offices, powers, programs, 

perks, pork, and regulations...all the things that have Taxpayers wrapped 

in chains. 

Face it: you’re paying for your own chains, and you haven’t done your 

homework. Before America becomes the next Red China, why not start 

doing your due diligence as an American? 

A succession of presidents and congresses has made a mockery of what 

America and liberty once meant. The corruption is defended by most 

federal judges in America, but it’s still corruption. I believe that every 

American must begin to stand against the corruption, and that each 

citizen has to be convinced of the rightness of his own actions. 

As you’ll soon see, I also think the vast preponderance of the law is on 

the side of Tax Honesty, and always has been. You’ve just been ignorant 

(not stupid; uninformed), so you’ve been snookered. Every paycheck. 

 

Tax Honesty has a larger purpose than just allowing us to keep more of 

what we earn. Congress didn’t use magic to increase the size and powers 

of federal Leviathan by over 1000% in just three generations. 

Compare the long list of hundreds of departments, powers, agencies, 

bureaus, and projects that Congress has created, compared to the 17 

enumerated, specific powers we granted our federal creature in the 

Constitution.  It's a malignant, never-ending cancer. 
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As illustrated from the OMB’s federal budgets, about 75% of federal 

expenditures are illegal. This means these funds are going to things that 

are not even reasonably inferred from the 17 enumerated powers. Just 

illegal; for almost 150 years, Congress has become increasingly like every 

other government on earth: a shakedown and extortion racket. 

Still, the problem is created not by the Taxspenders, but by the Taxpayers. 

Think about any spoiled brat you ever encountered; the kid is a piece of 

work, right? But the parents are to blame. That huge, out-of-control 

government that millions of us love to complain about only exists today 

because Taxpayers keep sending in trillions! 

Legal or illegal expenditures, it doesn't matter; the bureaucrats and 

terrorists spend it this year, or their department gets less next year. This 

is the way of all government personnel and programs (yes, even the 

bloated, bureaucratic, corrupt military machine that Eisenhower warned 

us about in 1961). Taxpayers are funding huge violations of the 

Constitution, and they need to stop it! 

Please stop listening to the phony-baloney, plastic-banana WWF 

matches that comprise today’s news cycles (with the exception of some 

FOX programming). This political theatre is meant to keep you 

confused and/or asleep. I include most GOP jingos in that assessment 

(i.e., Bill O'Reilly, Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity) and certainly any 

‘financial peace’ expert who teaches you how to save $995 while letting 

you continue to be bamboozled by the IRS scam for tens of thousands 

per year. None of these people will speak plainly about truth, nor will 

they perform due diligence to report truth.  

The real game: those $3,900,000,000,000 need to keep gushing in every 

year, skimmed off your paychecks. The bad guys want to keep spending 

and living as they do now, or even better. If you don’t like carrying the 

load, tough. “It’s the law!”, says your CPA and ‘financial peace’ guru. 

Yet every one of them has been sent irrefutable evidence similar to what 

you will read here. They simply don’t want to spoil their great gigs. Even 

preachers of ‘financial peace’ refuse to do what Joe Banister and other 
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former IRS whistle-blowers have done: tell the truth about the largest 

terror operation in America, sponsored by the U.S. Congress. 

Though they aren’t necessarily like him morally, in one sense these 

consultants are like Bernie Madoff: their income derives from your 

unwillingness to do your homework. Even if they manage to get free of 

deep debt, most Americans continue to believe Congress’ IRS scam all 

their lives. Without ever cracking open a Tax Code. 

This is human nature; it’s cause-and-effect. Read Ecclesiastes in the Old 

Testament; shysters didn’t just come up with this at Tammany Hall or 

in FDR’s New Deal era. Corruption is as old as mankind. 

Setting aside theories for or against paying ‘your fair share’, bloated 

government and corruption are guaranteed as long as Taxpayers keep 

letting their checks get skimmed by people who lie for a living. 
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Chapter 2 

Earth’s Largest Crime Cartel 

 

 

"Silence can only be equated with fraud where there is a legal or moral duty to speak, 

or where an inquiry left unanswered would be intentionally misleading. . . We cannot 

condone this shocking behavior by the IRS. Our revenue system is based on the good 

faith of the taxpayer and the taxpayers should be able to expect the same from the 

government in its enforcement and collection activities." U.S. v. Tweel, 550 F.2d 

297, 299. See also U.S. v. Prudden, 424 F.2d 1021, 1032; Carmine v. 

Bowen, 64 A. 932. 

Forget the War on Drugs; D.C. is earth's largest crime cartel. In cash 

equivalent and corrupting power, the present federal revenues take 

equals over 11,000 major drug cartels operating inside the D.C. beltway. 

Let that sink in! Yet, for over two decades I haven't been financially 

supporting the cartel. Not anymore. After I proved to myself that the 

Tax Code is perfectly constitutional, I had no problem with the Tax 

Code. I obey it, but I don't let scammers skim my checks. 

Admittedly, being a Texan (no state income tax) and being self-

employed, this is much easier for me than for some. But truth is still 

truth; the law applies equally to every citizen who fights for equal 

protection under the laws. This is America, not Mexico or China. This 

primer will explain what I have researched and discovered about 

Congress' taxation scheme. 

You'll see why I came to the conclusions I came to, and why the IRS 

hasn't touched one dollar in my accounts or one hair on my head in 24 

years although I was very vocal with them by certified mail for over a 

decade (they've been quiet for 14 years now). 

I’ve made enough every year to be a Taxpayer if I wanted to be, but the 

law doesn't require it of me, so I’m a law-abiding Nontaxpayer. I've 
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owned marked-up copies of the Tax Code, and have enjoyed studying 

tax law and history for 26 years, since two years before I stopped filing. 

I haven't filed IRS forms or paid income taxes in 24 years, after getting 

nothing but Tax Honesty evasion from the following among our 

employees at IRS: 

Michael Thomas (IRS Austin) 

Nancy Sessions (IRS Austin) 

Beverly Coogan (IRS San Antonio) 

Aaron Hamor (IRS San Antonio) 

R.A. Mitchell (IRS Dallas) 

C. Sherwood (IRS Dallas) 

Grace Metro (IRS Dallas) 

Debra K. Hurst (IRS Dallas) 

Dennis Parizek (IRS Ogden) 

Deborah Egan (IRS Ogden) 

Susan Meredith (IRS Fresno) 

Teresa Webb (IRS Memphis) 

Stephanie Borop (IRS Nashville) 

Queen Vaughn (IRS Nashville) 

I wrote to them, always by certified mail, asking: "Where is the section 

of law making me legally liable for keeping records, filing returns, and 

paying your demands? Some things are called out as taxable activities in 

the Tax Code; in fact, many activities. But most aren't...including my line 

of work. So can you show me where the law creates a liability for my 

own kind of gainful activity, as it does for all those others?" 
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If you ask such a question, don't hold your breath waiting for an answer. 

Just like their bosses, my members of Congress whom I contacted, all 

the IRS operatives listed above have engaged in willful tax honesty 

evasion, sending one of two bogus non-responses: 1) "we haven't 

finished our research; we'll get back to you", or 2) "we forwarded your 

request to the office shown below". 

Remember that game from the playground? Hot Potato. In law 

enforcement, it’s called fraud and conspiracy. I refuse to finance more 

corruption by letting Congress skim my checks. After a decade of being 

very vocal with them on this point, D.C. al Qaeda has never touched 

me, my money, or my property. 

[They have, however, committed indictable, criminal acts of fraud 

according to the Texas Penal Code. I'll tell you about that later. Let's go 

one step at a time.] 
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Chapter 3 

Some People Are Made Liable in the Code 

 

 

Notice I'm not suggesting that there's no law making anyone liable for 

income tax. Reading the Tax Code, I can find sections that require a 

person to keep certain records, file certain forms, etc....IF they live 

and/or work in D.C., Guam, Puerto Rico, or the Northern Mariana 

Islands. Or if they're involved in manufacture or sale of alcohol, tobacco, 

or firearms. 

Or if they're an officer or employee of the federal government. Or if 

they're a nonresident alien or a principal of a foreign corporation with 

income derived from sources within the United States. ...or IF they 

receive items of taxable income from foreign sources...or foreign 

mineral income... or income from foreign oil and gas extraction...or 

income from a foreign controlled corporation as fiduciary agent of the 

corporation, or from insuring U.S. risks under 26 U.S.C. 953(b)(5). 

Or...heh...if they receive items of income from maritime (international) 

trade in opium, cocaine or other controlled substances. [Who the heck 

would report activities like that?] 

Anyway, my point is that Tax Honesty does not maintain that “there's 

no law!” as some like to caricature Tax Honesty. I simply say that the 

Tax Code is very specific, and that I do obey it, and that I make our federal 

employees obey it also. They use scary letterhead with a little black 

vulture on it, but letterhead doesn’t frighten a person who has a copy of 

the Tax Code in hand, and knows how to read the English language. 

Keep this in mind as you read this book; I am not suggesting that nobody 

owes federal income taxes. But as you will soon see: you probably don’t.   
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Chapter 4 

Financial Crime of Staggering Size 

 

 

While the first income tax, as already explained, was levied by Lincoln 

and the 37th Congress during Lincoln’s war, Phil Hart's book outlines 

the history of Congress’ IRS scam in the early 20th century.  But if the 

16th Amendment was passed in 1913, why did it take a generation for 

most Americans to be snookered into believing it was their civic duty?  

It seemed odd to me: although the tax industry apologists and gurus love 

to claim that the 16th Amendment made everyone liable, the history of 

tax revenue numbers don’t support that assertion. What happened? An 

entire generation passed before Congress, the tax industry, and 

government schooling could defraud America’s productive population. 

Describing Walt Disney cartoons featuring Donald Duck and Uncle 

Scrooge aimed at getting Americans to ‘pay their fair share’, Amity 

Schlaes concluded in her book The Greedy Hand that plenty of war and 

government propaganda was needed to finally fool the people. 

If you read Phil Hart’s book you’ll be blood-spittingly furious at the U.S. 

Congress...and at every tax accountant and attorney you know!  

A Financial Crime of Staggering Size 

The federal government can lawfully exercise only the 17 powers 

specifically enumerated to it in Article I Section 8. This is the most basic 

American civics. To exercise its lawful powers, Congress must collect 

taxes, fine; we agree. But depending on how fat an imperial ‘force 

projection’ military one assumes, the total lawful powers of federal 

government would require $400-$800 billion annually to fund. Yet, 

Congress is now collecting over $3.9 trillion annually, with almost half of 

that being taken from individuals as income taxes. So before listening to 

guru sites like ‘Quatloos’ assertions about Tax Honesty proponents 

http://www.constitutionalincome.com/
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being cheaters, liars, and crooks, consider the prior question: who is 

committing real crimes here? Before asking whether it’s illegal or 

immoral for an individual to refuse to pay tribute to the IRS – first ask, 

what is Congress doing with the funds that it already collects? Based on 

the black-letter U.S. Constitution, about 75% of the powers that federal 

government currently exercises is illegal according to Article I Section 8, 

so why should citizens give them even more? 

To put it another way: If every Taxpayer – even those relative few who 

engage in taxable activities stipulated in the Tax Code – stopped paying 

income taxes tomorrow, the federal government would still be collecting 

three times the revenues required to fund the lawful activities of federal 

government according to the Constitution. 

In other words, Congress is running a $2.9 trillion per year crime cartel, 

yet the defenders of today’s tax industry scam want you to believe that 

law-abiding Nontaxpayers are the real criminals, just because we refuse 

to give the tax industry mafia a few thousand dollars more each year to 

feed their habit?    

The principle in economics called moral hazard holds that if enough 

people are put under a massive financial burden, the burden will not be 

felt by each one carrying the burden. If you have a huge pork project, 

spread it out over enough victims and they’ll never feel it.  

Try to grasp the depth of communism in our republic today. Agencies, 

bureaus, departments, programs and projects – often completely 

invisible and unaccountable to the public, and often being paid to literal 

mafia figures (as criminologist Donald Cressey reported in his 1969 

book Theft of The Nation, but no one listened) and to recipients who 

are foreign individuals and companies – a clear violation of the U.S. 

Constitution. 

To grasp the sheer scale of the predator/parasite load on your back, 

there are over 20 million public employees, plus over 50 million truly 

parasitic citizens and non-citizens drawing their sustenance off of the 

American taxpayer. This does not include another 50+ million on some 

government benefits.  
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In other words, to put the numbers in perspective, productive America 

is presently carrying the equivalent of the entire populations of Albania, 

Bahrain, Costa Rica, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Ireland, 

Jamaica, Kuwait, Lithuania, Mauritania, Mongolia, New Zealand, 

Norway, Panama, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Uruguay on their backs! 

There’s an even more sinister aspect to Congress’ organized crimes: it 

owes more than $170 trillion in unfunded liabilities for its illegal socialist 

activities: Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, Federal Unemployment 

Compensation, and prescription drugs – not to mention interest on 

the national debt and past war expenditures. 

Please understand how truly bankrupt Congress is. It could decide to tax 

100% of everything we make, and end all government operations, to 

magically apply the entire U.S. Gross Domestic Product to paying off 

Congress’ gargantuan credit card debt. It would still take over eight years 

to pay off the debt, but of course all Americans would have died of 

exposure and hunger long before then. 

Of course that’s too real, so with its FED printing cartel, Congress 

perennially kicks the can down the road. It will simply continue to print 

worthless Monopoly money until the music stops – or at least until the 

American People finally blow the whistle on the largest financial fraud 

in human history. 

AmericaAgain! Trust and TACTICAL CIVICS™   

But by the grace of God, we finally have the truth; and now we have a 

lawful, peaceful, long-term solution: be a member of AmericaAgain! and 

join or launch a TACTICAL CIVICS™ chapter in your county.  

For the first time, We The People can arrest organized crime in 

Congress. Far beyond Tax Honesty, the American people require a law 

enforcement mechanism to indict, try and convict members of Congress 

who flaunt the Supreme Law.  

The U.S. Constitution is the highest law in America, and must be obeyed! 
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We can’t wait for corrupt government to fix itself; that’s not how 

organized crime operates and it’s definitely not how parasites operate on 

the backs of their hosts. 

We The People are the only human power above the U.S. Constitution, 

to assure that our public servants obey it. This is the purpose of the 

Indictment Engine™, of training Grand Jury members, of restoring our 

Militias in every American county, and of the other aspects of the  

responsible new way of life called TACTICAL CIVICS™. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tacticalcivics.com/
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Chapter 5 

Not a Position, Theory, or Belief 

 

Every critical point I make here in A Tax Honesty Primer is a citation of 

primary sources: the rulings of the U.S. Supreme Court, citations from 

the Internal Revenue Code, Code of Federal Regulations, Internal 

Revenue Manual, Black’s Law Dictionary, and Sutherland’s Rules of 

Statutory Construction. 

You won’t find any theories or my ‘beliefs’ in this Tax Honesty Primer. 

You’ll find citations of those authorities listed above, and also names 

and an on-the-record statement from former IRS agents, attorneys, 

auditors, an IRS Commissioner, and the only official Historian of the 

IRS in the agency's history. 

A few housekeeping points 

Before we go into the red-pill adventure in the Tax Code, cases, and 

supporting evidence and rulings I’ll chase off cockroaches and lazy web-

surfers with a few points of housekeeping: 

Point #1. Tax Honesty is the opposite of ‘tax protesting’; it’s 

responsible citizenship, neither anti-government nor anti-tax. Rather, 

Tax Honesty is anti-corruption and anti-terrorist. 

Point #2.  As a corollary to Point #1, we all agree that lawful taxation 

is necessary to fund the lawful functions of government. 

Point #3.  Tax-theory gurus will keep being convicted for selling loopy 

theories, but Tax Honesty doesn’t support tax-protest theories, theories 

about the 16th Amendment, theories like ‘wages aren’t income’, or Fifth 

Amendment rights theories. Nontaxpayers must not take ‘positions’ or 

seek to do away with the Tax Code or the IRS. As I see it, Tax Honesty 

supports the Federal Tax Code as written. 
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Point #4.  You can find in-depth treatment of specific issues at two 

linked research sites: WhatIsTaxed focuses on data mining the Tax 

Code and federal regulations; Synaptic Sparks explains the legal prin-

ciples of Tax Honesty. 

Point #5.  If you work in the tax industry (government or private-

sector) and want to leave the Axis of Evil, I’m happy to answer your e-

mails but don’t e-mail to debate me. You’re defending a scam and I took 

the red pill. Go pound sand. 

Your threat “I’ll visit you in prison!” is ludicrous; of 67 million non-filers, 

fewer than 200 are even recommended for indictment by IRS annually 

and they’re people who: 1) demand refunds, 2) file and sign things but 

then refuse to pay, or 3) follow wacky theories. 

IRS recommends eight times as many filers for indictment each year, as 

non-filers. So with 67 million non-filers to 115 million filers, that means 

you’ll visit four times more filer friends in prison for each non-filer 

there. CPA, learn how your profession has slumped towards Gomorrah 

in Mike Brewster’s book Unaccountable: How the Accounting 

Profession Forfeited a Public Trust. If you intend to continue holding 

clients down while IRS does bad things to them, don’t delude yourself 

that you’re a professional performing a needed service. That’s nonsense. 

The annual Tax Terror Season 

If you’re still a Taxpayer, you’re terrorized by your employees at IRS 

because they drag out a few high-profile ‘tax cheat’ trophies every Tax 

Terror Season (Jan 1- Apr 15). It’s the same idea your CPA or tax 

preparer uses when they repeat the death-and-taxes line; the tax industry 

plays good cop to IRS’s bad cop. Your heart pounds, you borrow the 

money for the next IRS payment, your CPA makes his Bentley payment, 

and you trudge ahead in the ‘fair share’ line. 

Dying Communism and ‘tax professionals’ in the tar pit 

According to former IRS Fraud Examiner Sherry Peel (later a Tax 

Honesty spokeswoman), there were 67 million non-filers as of 2005 

http://www.whatistaxed.com/
http://www.synapticsparks.info/
https://www.amazon.com/Unaccountable-Accounting-Profession-Forfeited-Public-ebook/dp/B000PY4KDO/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1538418505&sr=8-2&keywords=Unaccountable+Brewster
https://www.amazon.com/Unaccountable-Accounting-Profession-Forfeited-Public-ebook/dp/B000PY4KDO/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1538418505&sr=8-2&keywords=Unaccountable+Brewster
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compared with ‘only’ 30 million non-filers by Commissioner Rosotti’s 

1998 estimate; an astounding growth rate. With an estimated 124 million 

filers, at least one in three Americans is no longer underwriting the 

corrupt Congress’ bailout and check-skimming machine. 

As James Davidson and Lord William Rees-Mogg predicted ten years 

ago in their book The Sovereign Individual – the internet is making 

bureaucratic, redistributionist governments unsustainable; the dinosaurs 

are in the tar-pit. Today’s financial news signifies the struggle for survival 

between Taxpayers and Taxspenders; this battle reached critical mass in 

The Age of Obama. 

In the Bush II era, we saw textbook fascism: massive expansion of the 

police state and military, restrictions on liberty of travel, eavesdropping 

on our calls and emails, and more. During the 8-year Obamanation, we 

saw textbook communism: destruction of private property, national-

ization of major industries, and crippling new regulation and taxation to 

make the slaves pay for their own chains. With open communism 

returning to Congress now as in the 1930s, this is a critical phase in 

modern history: the D.C. al Qaeda will attempt to stay alive and grow 

like cancer into every area of life where it doesn’t already control. 

Even as tens of millions of Americans become Nontaxpayers, millions 

of Taxpayers are going broke, live under IRS duress or payment plans, 

and curse life in America. This is just wrong. It’s not only injustice; it’s 

‘professionals’ abetting corruption; helping Congress obscure the real 

issues and appealing to collusive federal judges’ rulings about ‘frivolous 

tax protestors’. 

They know that, like those collusive judges, this is about their careers 

continuing on your back. You’re their pack-mule; their free lunch. Their 

next payment for the high-rise office and the Cancun condo. This isn't 

even about law for them; it's all about those trillions of dollars per year. 

Increasingly in the Age of Obamanation, Taxpayers realized this. 

It’s about time! Yes, something is happening in America – and around 

the world. Pushback. Here in the American republic, the Ron Paul 

https://www.amazon.com/Sovereign-Individual-Mastering-Transition-Information/dp/0684832720/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1538418549&sr=8-1&keywords=the+sovereign+individual
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Revolution, TEA Party movement, heated battle about the 

government’s socialist takeover of healthcare and legalizing sexual 

perversion as ‘marriage’, and finally the election of Donald Trump – are 

all facets of a growing trend against Leviathan. 

The Internet is liberating citizens to dig up corruption; to unearth who 

did what in history. To bring the best lights we have to shine on the 

money-trail. The parasite sector will now be put on defense, at long last. 

They won’t like it. Well, tough. 

Since his election, Obama made no attempt to hide his socialist plan, 

buying and controlling corporate giants using your tax dollars whether 

you agree or not. While Trump is delivering some relief, presidents have 

great power for evil but little power to make lasting improvements. 

This Leviathan push will not abate on its own; every free-rider in every 

housing project, welfare line, illegal alien safe house, military retirement 

plan, legal and accounting office or seminar room, and in every 

congressman’s and senator’s lair, every meeting of ACORN or 

MoveOn.org…these are the takers. Even much of the bloated American 

military machine is all about a cushy life at Taxpayer expense. 

The poor Taxpayers are finally at the breaking point...and willing to do 

some homework. That’s what this booklet is all about; my effort to help 

you avoid the loopy theorist sites form both sides of the Tax Honesty 

war. Yes, this is a civil war of sorts; the fight for your checking account. 

You against them; taxpayer against taxspender and all the shills of the 

taxspender such as the tax preparation industry and academia.  

As the American people take a stand against organized crime operating 

as government, the obvious first step is to cut its supply line. 
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Chapter 6 

No Law Makes Most Americans Liable 

 

Does that statement sound unbelievable? It's been asserted and proven 

beyond reasonable doubt to juries across America over two decades: 

Thomas Reeves of Paducah, KY made the same assertion in 1988; the 

jury acquitted him. Franklin Sanders and (16) co-defendants in the 

Memphis area made the same assertion in 1991; the jury acquitted them. 

Gabriel Scott of Fairbanks, AK made the same assertion in 1992; the 

jury acquitted him. Lloyd Long of Chattanooga, TN made the same 

assertion in 1993; the jury acquitted him. Frederick and Christopher Allnut 

of Baltimore, MD made the same assertion in 1996; the 

jury acquitted them. Gaylon Harrell of Logan County, IL made the same 

assertion in 2000; the jury acquitted him. Donald Fecay of Detroit, MI 

made the same assertion in 2001; the jury acquitted him. Vernice Kuglin 

of Memphis, TN made the same assertion in 2003; the jury acquitted her. 

Dr. Lois Somerville of Lake Mary, FL made the same assertion in 2003; 

U.S. District Judge Patricia C. Fawsett acquitted her. Former Treasury 

Department CID agent Joe Banister made the same assertion in 2005; 

the jury acquitted him. Attorney Thomas Cryer of Shreveport, LA made 

the same assertion in 2007; the jury acquitted him. 

Every case stands on its own fact situations, of course; but a person also 

shouldn’t listen to freeloaders who put a guilt trip on those who don’t 

file, saying “Nontaxpayers don’t pay their fair share for roads, schools, and trash 

pickup!” Learn what all those jurors learned: those things are not funded 

by federal tax revenues. You’re being extorted and raped. Start reading! 

Cognitive Dissonance and America’s Parasite Sector 

Ask anyone who invested with Ponzi-scheme huckster Bernard Madoff: 

the very nature of successful fraud is that it does actually defraud. The 

mark actually believes the fraudster, sometimes for many years. So this 
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will be weirder than hearing that your spouse of 25 years has been 

cheating on you since your wedding night...stranger than finding out that 

your best friend is an axe-murderer. 

Cognitive dissonance is what happens when everything you ever knew 

about something is turned upside down. You may get light-headed and 

confused; that’s normal. When you start considering doing something 

about it, if you’re not very courageous you may get anxiety attacks and 

lose sleep. That’s normal too. 

Upton Sinclair said, “It is difficult to get a man to understand something when his 

salary depends upon his not understanding it.” Your CPA may refuse to discuss 

Tax Honesty, threatening, “I’ll see you in prison!”. He doesn’t want his 

professional career exposed as corrupt; what do you expect him to say? 

The defenders of ‘pay your taxes’ are legion. Congress’ IRS scam is 

almost impossible to expose because it feeds a massive parasite 

population that you’ve likely never considered. Most of us produce 

something of use to others, or we fix things, or grow things, or sell useful 

stuff. But today, there are literally tens of millions of parasite-sector 

Americans: 

 

Corrupt politicians including federal judges…their bloated staffs and 

other bureaucrats…thousands of gov't contractors employing millions 

of Americans…IRS employees…large accounting firms and individual 

accountants…tax law firms and their employees…tax software 

companies…tax training (seminar & publishing) companies…tax 

preparation services…university endowments in tax law & 

accounting…tax-deferred investment groups…tax-shelter mutual 

funds…the tax shelter real estate sector…equipment, vehicle, and 

aircraft leasing companies…manufacturers and vendors of all 

depreciable equipment…IRS workout services that advertise “we're 

former IRS agents”…and the two really big Kahunas: 

America's mortgage industry, and America's non-profit industry, both 

religious and secular. 
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You never considered the connection between all those industries and 

Congress’ IRS crime cartel, but now you know why you hear “pay your 

taxes” and “render unto Caesar” from counselors who have enjoyed great 

public trust and respect. If they run from Tax Honesty, they don’t 

deserve that trust and respect. They have chosen a parasitic life.  

In an interview in the May 25, 1956 issue of U.S. News & World Report, 

IRS Commissioner T. Coleman Andrews said, “There is a veritable army of 

people, organizations and businesses with a powerful vested interest in keeping the 

noses of the rest of us to the grindstone...let no one underestimate the power of the [tax 

industry].” There was one honest Commissioner of the IRS, anyway. 

Loopy Tax Protestor Gurus vs. Crooked Tax Industry Gurus 

Let me say again: this is not legal or tax advice. Learn as you read, and 

don't let this be all you read. Take everything with a grain of salt until 

you test statements against one another, and against the law as written. 

With respect to the income tax, law means the actual words of the Tax 

Code; nothing else is law. Not an IRS letter or demand, and not an IRS 

pamphlet or flyer about ‘your rights as a Taxpayer’. Those are P.R. 

eyewash from an administrative branch agency; the stimulus gang’s bag 

men. IRS publications have zero legal weight. 

Under our rule of law everyone – including IRS employees – must obey 

the law. Remember that next time your employees try to terrorize you. 

Incidentally, I also don’t put much stock in ‘tax protestor’ theories and 

those who peddle them. As I did my research over the years, I found a 

great deal of hokum and snake-oil in the early Tax Honesty movement, 

what was probably accurately termed ‘tax protesting’. 

I found a gazillion theories: twisting some quote or ruling out of 

context...making up theories about capitalization...about admiralty law... 

about the UCC...about wages not being income...about U.S. citizenship 

being of the devil...about the 16th Amendment never being properly 

ratified (maybe not, but it’s immaterial)...about the Tax Code being 

unconstitutional...about Section 861 being a secret silver bullet...blah 

blah. I’ll stick to the law as written; rulings that make sense in context. 
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I’ll follow that money trail to see how Leviathan did what it has done. 

As an engineer, I like to see things make sense (you know, Occam’s 

Razor and all that). When you reach the citations of U.S. Supreme Court 

rulings below, and you're trying to decide who has more clout in the 

system, keep this section of the Internal Revenue Manual in mind: 

Internal Revenue Manual 4.10.7.2.9.8 

Importance of Court Decisions 

A case decided by the U.S. Supreme Court becomes the law of the land and takes 

precedence over decisions of lower courts. The Internal Revenue Service must follow 

Supreme Court decisions. For examiners, Supreme Court decisions have the same 

weight as the Code. 

So, the U.S. Supreme Court trumps the IRS. Remember that as you read 

this primer or anything sent to you by the IRS. 

AAAaugh!! I can't find my socks!!! 

Whether you’re a filer or non-filer, you should own a current copy of 

the Tax Code. Don’t waste hundreds of hours being dragged by the nose 

through Congress’ maze of smoke and mirrors; instead, do as I did: 

a) bought the latest IRC; I use Thomson Reuters' single-volume edition. 

b) bought a highlighter and a set of color-coded plastic index tabs 

c) went through the whole book and found only (124) lines in the 9,500-

page Code that specifically indicate activities imposing a legal duty to 

keep records, file, and pay. I highlighted and tabbed those sections. 

Don’t believe the tax industry line about how “huge and confusing” the 

Tax Code is. Nonsense; they just want you to stay scared and confused. 

Here’s a fitting analogy. When Smith wants to buy some new socks from 

Sears, does he fall on the floor in a tearful heap, wailing, “Aaaaauuuugh!! 

That confounded 10,000-page catalog!! No American can understand it!! Even the 

people who wrote it can’t give me a straight answer! It’s HUGE!! Waaaaaahh!!” ? 

http://ria.thomsonreuters.com/estore/detail.aspx?ID=IR7P&SITE=/taxresearch/federal
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Of course not; that would be very silly. Smith just opens the catalog or 

the simple website to the page for men’s socks, orders what he needs, 

and treats the gazillions of other things in the huge catalog or website as 

if they don’t exist. Well, it’s the same thing with laws, including the Tax 

Code. If a law doesn’t apply to who you are or what you do, then you 

can treat that law as though it doesn’t exist. 

To put it another way: do you worry about not obeying Federal Aviation 

Regulations for Airframe & Powerplant Mechanics? No. Unless you’re 

an airframe and powerplant mechanic working on aircraft that fall within 

the regulatory aegis of the FAA. Every other American treats those 

federal codes as if they don’t exist. 

The same is true for federal laws and regulations concerning nuclear 

power plant operators, or producers of explosives or distillers and sellers 

of alcohol, or what-have you. If a law pertains to you, obey it; but you 

can safely ignore any law if it doesn’t pertain to you. 

As you’ll see the U.S. Supreme Court ruling repeatedly below, and the 

Internal Revenue Manual demanding of every IRS employee below – 

laws of taxation must be clear, and the person from whom a tax is sought 

must be shown in specific language to be taxable. Everyone else can just 

leave the big, fat book aside; it doesn’t apply to them. 

My CPAs over the years, if they had been competent and honest, should 

have known that it never had applied to me. But most in ‘the system’ 

won’t tell you that because they’re like nerds with pocket protectors 

standing in every aisle at Sears. Huge catalog in hand, their career is 

showing you what page to look on so you can buy your socks. If you 

figure out the game, they’re out of work. So don’t expect them to 

support Tax Honesty. We’re all human, and even pirates need to eat. 

Like all laws, the Tax Code applies only to certain subjects 

As you’ll see presently, well-settled law including U.S. Supreme Court 

rulings over a century hold that when a tax law lists some things as 

taxable, then things not listed are not taxable. As I read the citations 
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below, according to the U.S. Supreme Court, the law must specifically 

point out what activities and situations are taxable. 

We have no Caesars 

See if you agree: with your own copy of the law marked up to show 

specifically listed taxable activities, you can confirm what the Tax Code 

requires of a ‘taxpayer’; who the law makes a ‘taxpayer’ – versus what 

your CPA, H&R Block guy, an IRS employee, or tax dishonesty guru 

Dan Evans may claim. A common response from those in the system 

when Tax Honesty arises is, “render unto Caesar!”. 

Really? Obviously we’re not ancient Rome. Americans are not ruled by 

Caesars but by rule of law.  That means government is ruled by our federal 

and State Constitutions and We The People are ruled by laws and 

regulations only to the extent that they obey those constitutions. 

The Internal Revenue Code (26 USC) is the codification of the statutes 

that establish a legal duty for certain people to keep records, file forms, 

and pay income tax...but only those people whose activities or situations 

meet the taxing provisions in the Code, according to the U.S. Supreme 

Court, and Black’s Law Dictionary, and Sutherland's Rules of Statutory 

Construction, as you will see below. 

Thus, a person who meets those Tax Code provisions specifically called 

out in law, but refuses to pay the taxes stipulated is properly called a tax 

evader. But anyone not made liable in the specific language of the Tax 

Code is free to be a Nontaxpayer, legally free to ignore that law just as 

he ignores all other law codes that don’t apply to him. 

IRS Whistleblowers 

The Code of Ethics for Government Service requires any government 

employee or official who finds evidence of a government violation of 

law to report the violation, not to cover it up or participate as a 

conspirator, which is what IRS employees do daily. A government 

official or employee who violates laws is not to be obeyed, but reported 

for those violations and indicted where applicable.  
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The IRS has had a few honest and courageous employees over the years. 

In her sworn testimony before the Senate Finance Committee in 1997, 

Shelley L. Davis, the only official IRS Historian in the history of that 

agency, said the IRS is deeply corrupt; see her article in Appendix A. 

Former IRS employees have learned the truth about Congress’ IRS 

scam, left the agency and are now spokesmen for Tax Honesty including 

Treasury and CID agent Joe Banister, IRS agents Clifton Beale and John 

Turner, IRS fraud examiner Sherry Jackson, IRS attorney Paul Chappell, 

and IRS auditor Matthew McErlean. 

In a 1956 interview for U.S. News & World Report, IRS Commissioner 

Andrews said, “I don’t like the income tax...every time we talk about these taxes 

we get the idea of ‘from each according to his capacity and to each according to his 

needs.’ That's socialism! It’s written into the Communist Manifesto...Maybe we ought 

to see that everybody who gets a tax return receives...a Communist Manifesto with it, 

so he can see what’s happening to him.” 

The heart of the trap: “Everybody has to pay their taxes!” 

I’m not a tax lawyer, CPA, tax accountant, nor do I offer legal or tax 

advice. I’m a follower of Christ first, a Texan second and an American 

third. We have the God-given right to speak about our rights and duties 

for self-government; the government and tax industry practitioners and 

terrorists can’t restrict that right. 

Perhaps your HR manager, CPA, or tax preparer has shown you the Tax 

Code section, “...every individual having for the taxable year...” and suggests 

that this means every person that makes money, saying everybody has 

to pay ‘their’ taxes. 

Nonsense. I do have to pay ‘my taxes’ if that means every sales tax, 

excise tax, property tax, import duty, etc... that I owe by law. But I don’t 

have to pay ‘my taxes’ as defined by a fraudulent, mercenary tax industry 

but not found in law. The tax industry and online gurus who inveigh 

against Tax Honesty love to peddle the lie that the Tax Code reads like 

the Revenue Act of 1894: 
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There shall be assessed, levied, collected, and paid annually upon the gains, profits, 

and income received in the preceding calendar year by every citizen of the United 

States…from any profession, trade, employment, or vocation carried on in the United 

States or elsewhere, or from any other source whatsoever, a tax. 

Can’t be any more all-encompassing than that, right? If everybody just 

owed a tax, the whole Tax Code would always have been one paragraph 

long, right? Everybody has to pay. But that’s an extortionist’s lie, and 

you can’t build a whole industry including many college and university 

departments and publishing houses on such a simple tax. 

As Phil Hart explains in his book, the present income tax scheme was 

devised by a very sneaky Congress after the Supreme Court ruled that 

the language above was unconstitutional (in fact, the court forced 

Congress to return what it had collected from the people under the 1894 

act). To hide the truth – very few occupations trigger a Tax Code liability 

section – the crooks in Congress made the Tax Code increasingly large 

and complex. 

Still, beneath ten thousand pages of gobbledygook, the Code is as it 

always was: very limited in its scope, just as the framers meant internal 

taxation to be. As the US Supreme Court has repeatedly ruled, it only 

applies to activities specifically called out in the law; to persons having 

taxable income. Persons made liable for an income tax in the Code; 

persons defined in Section 7701(a)14 as Taxpayers. 

Are income taxes voluntary?  

How could so many people be so blind to fraud and theft of this 

magnitude? Well, in the first place, I began to realize (as I showed you) 

how many industries and careers are in cahoots pushing the propaganda. 

Parasites need to eat, just like productive people do. 

The top ranks of media are in league with friends in Congress; the lower 

ranks are terrorized of being ruined by IRS. So it makes sense that a lot 

of people insist that everyone paying income taxes is a legal duty. 
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But some people maintain that income taxes are voluntary, basing their 

theory on snippets of the ruling in the 1960 Flora case: ‘Our system of 

taxation is based upon voluntary assessment and payment, not upon distraint.’ Flora 

v. United States, 362 U.S. 176 (1960). 

Wait a sec, now...what does that ruling mean? I think those who claim 

that all income tax is voluntary are reading too much into Flora. 

Obviously, for anyone whose activities are specifically listed in the Tax 

Code, paying income taxes is not voluntary. 

Still, I was flabbergasted when I realized what the court’s ruling in Flora 

did mean: because I had no legal duty according to the Tax Code, for 20 

years I really had been volunteering; self-assessing and signing up as 

‘taxpayer’ just because I was defrauded and terrorized by Congress and 

the tax industry. I have never engaged in any activity specifically called 

out in the Tax Code. I just volunteered out of ignorance and terror. Just 

as you have always done. 

As I will reiterate often in this primer: some activities are listed in the 

Code as having a legal duty to keep records, file, and pay. I’m not one 

of those who says, “there’s no law for any American to pay income 

taxes”. Nonsense; in this booklet I list what the Tax Code stipulates as 

activities, occupations, or domicile classes specifically making a person 

liable for keeping records, filing forms, and paying a tax. 

But my gainful activities aren’t listed anywhere; so for two decades, I was 

just self-assessing and signing promissory documents under penalty of 

perjury without ever having even seen a copy of the Code, much less 

having read it or researched it. I was scammed by Congress, the IRS, and 

the parasitic tax industry including my CPAs over the years. I was just 

doing what everybody else did.  

I was ignorant, like Bernie Madoff’s victims, for decades. 

The court didn’t say in Flora that even if by law I don’t owe a tax, but 

everybody makes me think I do, that once I self-assess, sign under 

penalty of perjury, and mail the tax return, I then owe what I promise 

anyway! That would be fraud, extortion, and entrapment. 
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Okay...so what is going on with you filers? Is it government fraud and 

entrapment for 115 million people to file things without looking into the 

Tax Code even the least bit? Is it government fraud and entrapment for 

a Taxpayer to let the state and federal Leviathan skim 40% of his 

livelihood, without seeing if he ever owed it by law? 

Well, okay; technically it’s extortion and racketeering. But the larger 

aspect of this scam is that you, a Taxpayer, have failed to perform due 

diligence as a free, self-governing citizen under our American system of 

popular sovereignty. Call it ignorance, apathy, or state-sponsored terror. 

There are over 67 million of us who are no longer afraid of the hired 

help, even if they try to frighten us with the little black vulture letterhead 

and envelope with the cleverly-designed black bar on the fringe...what a 

tricky, subliminal terror tactic, that black bar!  And on you 115 million 

terror victims still in the IRS gulag, those black branding items work 

beautifully.  They instill FEAR. 

But we law-abiding Nontaxpayers don’t have CPAs telling us what we 

“must do by law” so they can keep their cushy careers. Unless they are 

committing immoral or illegal acts, no free people can possibly live in 

fear of their public servants yet honestly call themselves free. I helped 

destroy our Constitutional Republic as an ignorant filer funding 

criminals for 20 years; so I felt it my duty after years of research, to begin 

writing and editing this Tax Honesty Primer first as a website and now 

many years later a booklet, to atone for my 20 years of  abdication. 

Now, I teach my fellow Americans in all 50 states, how this republic of 

sovereign States and sovereign People was transformed into a socialist 

empire of mobsters at the federal, state, county, city, and school board 

levels, now joined by a huge parasitic segment within the private sector 

and illegal aliens as well.  If you read Thomas DiLorenzo's 2012 

book Organized Crime, or many others by Peter Schweizer or Tom 

Fitton, and you will learn how criminal and criminogenic our ‘public 

servants’ have become.  It’s chilling – and all funded by you, Taxpayer. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Organized-Crime-Unvarnished-Truth-Government/dp/1610162552/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1538418736&sr=8-1&keywords=Organized+Crime+dilorenzo
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So what made me a Taxpayer all those years? 

First I had to ask myself: was I a Taxpayer? That may seem like a silly 

question, but it's the first critical lynch-pin upon which Congress had 

been hanging my checkbook for 20 years. The Internal Revenue Code 

defines taxpayer as “any person subject to any internal revenue tax” at 

26 USC 7701(a)14, and as “any person subject to a tax under the 

applicable revenue law” at 26 USC 1313(b). 

Okay, but I could never find a section of the Code making me subject 

to the tax. After over a dozen demands, all of those IRS employees listed 

by name above refused to supply me with any part of the Code showing 

a section of law establishing a legal duty in the Code for me or almost 

anybody else, for that matter. 

The 'Taxable Income' position 

Some books and websites teach the ‘taxable income’ line of inquiry, and 

in fact that line of reasoning was what led former IRS CID agent Joe 

Banister to leave the IRS. 

But I didn’t want to play Congress’ semantic games: taxable income is 

defined in terms of “adjusted gross income” in Section 63... “adjusted 

gross income” is defined in terms of a “taxpayer” in Section 62a...and 

Section 6012(a) reads, “Returns with respect to income taxes under subtitle A 

shall be made by . . . every individual having for the taxable year gross income,” etc. 

“Individual” is defined in the regulations...and to have a “taxable year” 

one must be not only an “individual”, but a “taxpayer” according to 

Section 441(b)(1). 

Boy howdy; the whole thing is a spaghetti-bowl maze! Which makes 

sense; corrupt members of Congress keep trillions coming in every year 

by rendering the law ever more confusing to the target until he just gives 

up, self-assesses like the neighbors do, and pays up. 

I went back to looking for who is a Taxpayer; where does the law impose 

a legal duty on me where I live, doing what I do?  Why wouldn’t IRS 

employees just show me that?  Well, because it doesn’t exist. 
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26USC A(1)(A)(I)(1)...the favorite semantic trap 

Most HR managers make a very short discussion out of it; they trot out 

the very first sentence in the body of the Tax Code...Subtitle A, Chapter 

1, Subchapter A, Part I, Section 1: “There is hereby imposed on the taxable 

income of every married individual...” . 

Well, that sure was easy. Everybody owes ‘their’ taxes, right? No; 

remember, the Supreme Court ruled that a universal tax is 

unconstitutional. Over a century ago, the Supreme Court made the 

corrupt Congress return what it had sucked in under the 

unconstitutional universal (everybody owes) taxing language. The snakes 

had to find a different path to your wallet; they did so with help from 

their partners in accounting, law, and tax preparation. 

They did it by adding miles of convoluted word games so that no sane 

person would try to run the Tax Code maze on his own. For instance, 

this word ‘individual’ is an interesting example of fraudulent drafting. 

Congress pulled this semantic trick because definitions in laws can have 

a very different meaning from what the same word means in regular 

conversation. So take another step down the rabbit hole to see how 

Congress appears to be taxing everyone, while not actually doing that. 

If they can use a trick word in just the right place, they won’t get their 

hand slapped again by the Supreme Court. So the Tax Code right up 

front says that every individual has a tax imposed; and how does 

Congress define the word individual in the Tax Code? Hmm... It doesn't. 

But the Federal Regulations do define individual: 

26 CFR 1.1441-1 

Requirement for deduction and withholding of tax on payments 

to foreign persons. 

(c) Definitions (3) Individual. 

(i) Alien individual. The term alien individual means an individual who is not a 

citizen... 
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(ii) Nonresident alien individual. The term nonresident alien individual means a 

person described in section 7701(b)(1)(B), an alien individual who is... 

Notice, it’s all just aliens. It only talks about foreign persons. You may say, 

“Don't look there, you ninny; that says ‘foreign persons’ in the heading”. I know 

that, but find any other place in the Tax Code or Federal Regulations that 

defines individual. It doesn’t exist! 

That’s just one way to write a law so that it’s not unconstitutional, yet 

you can still hook a great many fish. You have to hand it to those bent 

multi-millionaires in Congress, they’re wily little suckers. 

Again, let me make it clear: I didn't need this word-game stuff to prove 

to myself beyond reasonable doubt that I was never a Taxpayer except 

by being defrauded into self-assessing and signing up for IRS extortion. 

It’s a simple scam: all those years, as I self-assessed and signed, I became 

what I claimed about myself under penalty of perjury. 

The law didn’t do it to me; my own ignorance and signature made me a 

‘Taxpayer’ as I self-assessed and signed that return without ever having 

even seen a copy of the Tax Code! 

I used search engines on the Tax Code and Federal Regulations. It was 

easy online to do a Boolean word search for individual in the text of the 

Tax Code. I used the government’s own websites and I also made use 

of http://www.whatistaxed.com/ for my data mining exercise. 

Who must provide Form W-4 or W-9? 

I’ve asked IRS a dozen times where the Code says that I must, by law, 

file returns. The law and their operations manual stipulate that they must 

give me a meaningful answer, not their PR hooey. Yet over 11 years (I 

haven’t heard from them in 12 years) they gave me nothing but evasion, 

which in themselves are violations of their operating rules in their IRM. 

Since they refused to respond, I told them to pound sand every time 

they bothered me, and eventually they stopped. 

http://www.whatistaxed.com/
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I was also asked over the years: which payors are required by law to 

obtain a W-4, W-9, or a TIN? Well, the only place I have found so far is 

26 CFR...Title 26 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Who has a legal 

duty to furnish a number in response to such a request? 

26 CFR 301.6109-1 

(c) If the person making the return, statement, or other document does not know the 

taxpayer identifying number of the other person, and such other person is one that is 

described in paragraph (b)(2)(i), (ii), (iii), or (vi) of this section, such person 

must request the other person's number. The request should state that the identifying 

number is required to be furnished under authority of law. 

(b)(2)(i): A foreign person that has income… 

(b)(2)(ii): A foreign person that has a U.S. office or… 

(b)(2)(iii): A nonresident alien treated as a resident… 

(b)(2)(vi): A foreign person that furnishes a withholding certificate... 

Notice something familiar? There it is again; only foreign persons. 

The Rabbit-Trails Go On Forever 

These are just a few semantic traps along the rational trail from Tax 

Code A(1)A(I)(1) onward. Following such trails always left me stuck 

right about at ‘taxable income’ or at ‘gross income’...going in a circle. 

Sneaky, sneaky! Congress and the complicit parasite sector makes it 

appear that everybody has to pay, but it’s a huge Bernie Madoff fraud. 

Again, remember: when Congress tried that (universal tax language) in 

1894, the high court slapped their hand. So again, I knew that ‘everybody 

has to pay’ doesn’t meet the Constitution’s tests for apportionment and 

uniformity. The U.S. Supreme Court says they can’t do that...so the law 

does not say that everybody has to pay.  

The semantic traps are built very carefully, to make work for the tax 

preparation industry, and to confuse Taxpayers. I wanted all possible 

evidentiary trails played out to their conclusions; so out of morbid 
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curiosity (and sheer terror, in the early years) I still followed all the Tax 

Code rabbit-trails. I searched every Tax Honesty website I could find, 

many of which don't exist anymore, and most of which were just loopy. 

I read every Tax Honesty book I could find; similarly, I found most of 

them to be loopy, but a few were good. I love Phil Hart's book, and 

several of those that were published by the late Otto Skinner. 

I read through the http://www.whatistaxed.com/ data-mining site and 

the excellent  http://www.synapticsparks.info/ website. I walked 

through the ‘gross income’ bunny-trail, the ‘definition of individual’ 

bunny trail, the Section 861 bunny trail. There are exhaustive analyses 

(in every sense of the term) on these websites. Synaptic Sparks 

is particularly comprehensive, and highly recommended. 

Busting the Ponzi Scheme 

As I’ll show shortly, the U.S. Supreme Court has reiterated that if some 

lines of work are listed in a tax law, then a citizen is free unless his line 

of work is also found specifically listed in the Tax Code, in clear 

language. Tax law must be clear; when it isn’t clear and the government 

can’t provide the law behind its actions or demands, the benefit of the 

doubt goes to the citizen. 

This is well-settled law, regardless what Dan Evans may say. 

Evans is a Philadelphia lawyer; a self-proclaimed Internet authority or 

‘de-bunker’ of Tax Honesty. Evans rests his entire position on the fact 

that judges have ruled against several Tax Honesty ‘gurus’ as he calls 

them. But there are four problems with Mr. Evans’ hokum: 

First, regardless how many federal judges might rule in favor of their 

own paychecks over yours, the law is on the side of citizens and against 

the IRS scam (read the Supreme Court rulings and other cites below). 

Second, of the more than 67 million non-filers, 99.99% of all non-filers 

are never indicted, much less convicted of anything trumped up by IRS. 

Just because Dan Evans finds fewer than a half-dozen high-profile 

trophy convictions per year, doesn’t negate 67 million others living free! 

http://www.whatistaxed.com/
http://www.synapticsparks.info/
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Actually, 67 million was a 2005 estimate by a former IRS fraud examiner 

who became a Tax Honesty whistleblower; some estimates in 2013-14 

were that as many as half of all Americans were no longer filing. 

Third, just because judges in 1830s America said that a Black slave had 

to be returned to his ‘master’, or judges in 1930s Germany said that Jews 

had to stay in their concentration camps, didn’t place those judges on 

the side of right. Yet, at least those evil judges had law on their side; 

these do not, as we will see in U.S. Supreme Court rulings below. 

Fourth, the favorite tactic of Evans and his two or three comrades who 

commented regularly on his website was to cast personal aspersions in 

the manner of kindergarten pugilists who have no game. Their prime 

argument was ad hominem characterization of those whom they oppose 

in a puerile, petulant style. Name-calling is hardly convincing evidence 

that Mr. Quatloos is on the side of right. And repeatedly saying, “you 

will lose!” is equally unconvincing, in an age where Congress clearly has 

no scruples about violating the highest law in America, hundreds of 

times per day. So much for the Philadelphia lawyer. 

It’s not illegal to stop being Bernie Madoff’s victim 

The rulings I will outline below are well-settled, standing law. I obey the 

law, and I take comfort in these well-settled principles of how to 

interpret tax law when dealing with administrative agency operatives. 

Visceral fear is the constant companion of all terror victims. Although 

it’s scary at first, Tax Honesty is also profoundly liberating. Following 

the money and reading the well-settled law brought me clarity and, after 

a few years, brought me peace as well. It took years to come to grips 

with the reality that I was a terror victim, scammed by a large parasite 

population, public and private, all my working life. I knew that the non-

productive, parasitic professions and industries were getting to be more 

popular and ever-larger, while the productive crafts, trades, and learned 

fields were shrinking. I know who the crooks are now. 

As it was for victims of the Bernie Madoff Ponzi scheme – it always 

looks obvious after you solve the crime. Out of us 67 million non-filers, 
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maybe 20-30 million of us are true, law-abiding Nontaxpayers. Maybe 

even fewer; I don’t care. I do know that IRS hauls just two or three high-

profile citizens into court each year to make the terror show work on 

your mind. 

Notice, they always pick citizens who follow silly theories, who make big 

bucks, and who attempt to get juries to see the semantic traps that 

Congress built into the law. Most juries won’t follow the maze, and 

they’ll be envious of the wealthy star or starlet who demands a multi-

million-dollar tax refund. All the rest of us 67 million Americans who 

don’t file also don’t do kooky theories; we just obey the law as written. 

Oh – and we don’t ask thugs in a dark alley for refunds. 

I looked at all the things shown as taxable in the Code, and I found 

plenty of them. I started demanding that my employees at IRS show 

where I was made liable. They never can, yet their operations manual – 

and the law – demand that they do so. As long as they refuse to listen to 

me, their employer, I’m free to disregard the Tax Code as I disregard 

any other law that doesn’t apply to me. Nowhere in the Code does it 

speak to my activities in specific terms, and that’s exactly what the law 

demands. As you’ll see below, the IRS employees’ manual says what 

they’re required to do.  

I don’t give a frog’s quivering thigh what Dan Evans says; if my 

employees refuse to obey law, the burden of proof is not on me, it’s on 

the crook. Bernie Madoff's line for all those years was “trust me; everybody 

knows this is how it is.” Yeah, right, scum. Get your hand out of my pocket! 

Racketeering has gone on in Congress for much too long; its IRS check-

skimming scam must stop. In tens of million households including 

mine, it already has. 

The law has always been on your side 

In our system of self-government, We the People are the ‘authorities’ 

over government; it’s every American’s duty to know the basics of laws 

that affect us and of our Constitution, because we alone are authorized 

to enforce it, putting crooked government actors in prison. 
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As you read through the rulings below, notice that the federal courts 

have been on our side all along. I could have been free years earlier, had 

I known to read federal tax law and case rulings. Instead, I was terrorized 

by the tax industry and even by pastors, by CPAs who were very nice 

guys, and by others whose revenues are tied to tax write-offs. 
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Chapter 7 

So Who Does Owe Income Taxes? 

 

The individual, unlike the corporation, cannot be taxed for the mere privilege of 

existing. . . . The individual's rights to live and own property are natural rights for 

the enjoyment of which an excise cannot be imposed.  Redfield v. Fisher, 292 P. 

813, 135 Or. 180, 294 P.461, 73 A.L.R. 721 (1931) 

To show a duty for an income tax, the government must first show a 

statute taxing some activity in which the targeted citizen is engaged; 

some privilege whose use the citizen enjoys. 

The income tax is, therefore, not a tax on income as such, It is an excise tax with 

respect to certain activities and privileges which is measured by reference to the income 

they produce. The income is not the subject of the tax: it is the basis for determining 

the amount of tax.  F. Morse Hubbard, as posted on Pg 2580 of the House 

Congressional Record (3/27/43) 

In fact, the federal courts agree that common knowledge – the old 

‘everybody knows’ doctrine – can't create legal duty; only operation of 

law or contract can do so: The taxpayer must be liable for the tax. Tax liability 

is a condition precedent to the demand. Merely demanding payment, even repeatedly, 

does not cause liability.  Boathe v. Terry, 713 F.2d 1405, at 1414 (1983) 

No matter how angry and terroristic they got, IRS couldn't create liability 

for me. I finally realized that these people are my administrative-branch 

employees, not some judicial body ruling over me. I knew that the IRS 

can’t write laws; like you and me and every member of Congress, they 

must obey laws. So let’s keep going down the rabbit hole, to see who the 

Tax Code says does have to keep records, file returns, and pay a tax. 

Section 6012. Persons required to make returns of income. 

(1)(A) Every individual having for the taxable year a gross income of the exemption 

amount or more... 
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Boy howdy...there was that word again. We saw what individual means as 

federal regulations define it...only in terms of aliens and since it is defined 

there and nowhere else, that is the binding legal definition of ‘individual’, 

for purposes of income taxes. 

So the usual scare tactics – sections of the Code used by tax industry 

terrorists to ‘prove’ that I had to file and pay – those tactics always led 

back to legal bunny trails; traps that Congress built over two generations. 

I wanted to know, surely some people have to pay income taxes. Who are 

those people? 

Since taxpayer is defined in 7701(a)14 as one who is “subject to any internal 

revenue law”, the easiest thing is to just find a section or sections of the 

Tax Code making some people subject to it. The Supreme Court ruled 

that according to the Constitution, everybody can’t be subject to it. 

I repeat for the third time: According to the Tax Code, certain activities 

and domicile categories do have a liability to keep records, file forms, and 

pay a tax. That’s a critical point you’ll have to repeat as often as you 

discuss Tax Honesty with those seeking to keep the scam alive. 

Some people are indeed made subject to the Tax Code, but not everyone is 

made subject. This means the Tax Code is constitutional, contrary to 

what some ‘tax protestor’ theories claim. 

I found things that make a person into a ‘taxpayer’ as defined in the 

Internal Revenue Code; things that apparently create taxable income. In 

my decade of digging around in the Tax Code, I found a number of such 

activities and domicile situations; are your gainful activities here? 

- If I live in D.C., Guam, Puerto Rico, or the Northern Mariana Islands; 

- If I'm involved in manufacture or sale of alcohol, tobacco, or firearms; 

- If I'm an officer or employee of the federal government; 

- If I operate a merchant vessel; 

- If I'm a nonresident alien or a principal of a foreign corporation with 

income derived from sources within the United States; 
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- If I'm a resident alien lawfully admitted to a State of the Union, the 

District of Columbia, or an insular possession of the United States; 

- If I entered a voluntary withholding agreement for government 

personnel withholding either as an ‘employee’ (3401(c)) or an ‘employer’ 

(3401(d)) (See 26 CFR §31.3402(p)-1); 

- If I’ve ever been notified by the Treasury Financial Management 

Service that I was responsible for administration of government 

personnel withholding (26 U.S.C. § 3403), or have applied for and 

received a Form 8655 Reporting Agent Authorization certificate; 

- If I am an officer or employee of the Treasury or any bureau of the 

Dept of the Treasury subject to IRS authority related to submission of 

collected taxes delegated by Treasury Order 150-15; 

- If I receive items of taxable income from foreign sources; 

- If I receive foreign mineral income; 

- If I receive income from foreign oil and gas extraction; 

- If I receive income from a China Trade Act corporation; 

- If I receive income from a foreign controlled corporation as fiduciary 

agent of the corporation; 

- If I receive income from insurance of U.S. risks under 26 U.S.C. 

953(b)(5); 

- If I receive taxable items of income from operating an agreement vessel 

under section 607 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 as amended; 

- If I receive items of income from a public works contract subject to 

Federal income and Social Security tax withholding; 

- If I own stock in, do business with, or have anything else to do with a 

corporation in which the [Federal] United States of America owns stock. 

(See notes following 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Chapter 194, 40 Stat. 1015); 
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- If I receive wages or other compensation as an officer or employee of 

an oceangoing vessel construed as an American employer; 

- If I receive gambling winnings from the District of Columbia or insular 

possessions of the United States; 

- If I receive items of income from maritime (international) trade in 

alcohol, tobacco or firearms; 

- If I receive items of income from production and/or distribution of 

alcohol, tobacco or firearms in the District of Columbia or insular 

possessions of the United States; 

- If I receive any items of income from activities taking place within an 

‘internal revenue district’ as such districts have been established under 

authority of 26 USC 7621 (U.S. Customs ports); 

- If I receive items of income from maritime international trade in 

opium, cocaine or other controlled substances. 

Boy howdy – so many taxable activities! But I never found my work in 

there anywhere. In fact, I haven’t found in the Tax Code the gainful 

activities of the average American living and working in the 50 States.  

I repeatedly demanded from IRS any citation of law that makes me a 

Taxpayer as defined in the Code, since so many other activities are 

mentioned specifically in it. But year after year, I only got evasion from 

IRS employees.  

So when they made demands, I told them to pound sand. After the first 

few years, my terror victim conditioning wore off. After a decade of their 

evasions, they left me alone. I saw through their scam, and I’ve been a 

happy Nontaxpayer ever since. 
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Chapter 8 

The Well-Settled Law 

 

 

“The sky is blue” is not a position; it’s a fact. All that you’ve read above, 

and that you’ll read below, is not a ‘position’ or a ‘tax protestor’ theory. 

It is a long list of citations of law and rulings by America’s highest court.  

Just as I don’t bother with federal laws about bulk pesticide disposal, 

nuclear power plant operation, or airline pilot training standards, I also 

don’t care about the huge Tax Code because it doesn’t apply to me or 

to most Americans. 

But I will reiterate for the fourth time the heart of Tax Honesty; always 

remember it when you hear any ‘tax protestor’ theory, or any threat by 

a tax industry shill:  

 

Black’s Law Dictionary Agrees 

Black’s Law Dictionary defines the legal principle inclusio unius est exclusio 

alterius as dictating: 

Where law expressly describes a particular situation to which it shall apply, an 

irrefutable inference must be drawn that what is omitted or excluded was intended to 

be omitted or excluded. 

Now, you just saw many sections of the Tax Code describing ‘particular 

situations to which it shall apply’, and since I could find nothing showing 

The Tax Code does make some people subject to an 

income tax; does make some people ‘taxpayers’ as 

defined in the Code; I just reviewed a long list. But I am 

not on the list so I’m a happy, law-abiding Nontaxpayer. 
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that my activities are likewise taxable, “an irrefutable inference must be 

drawn” that my income is not taxable. 

The U.S. Supreme Court Agrees 

Keeping in mind the well-settled rule that the citizen is exempt from taxation unless 

the same is imposed by clear and unequivocal language, and that where the 

construction of a tax law is doubtful, the doubt is to be resolved in favor of those upon 

whom the tax is sought to be laid.  Spreckels Sugar Refining Co. v. McClain, 

192 U.S. 297 (1904)  

In the interpretation of statutes levying taxes it is the established rule not to extend 

their provisions, by implication, beyond the clear import of the language used, or to 

enlarge their operations so as to embrace matters not specifically pointed out. In case 

of doubt they are construed most strongly against the government, and in favor of the 

citizen.  Gould v. Gould, 245 U.S. 151 (1917) 

In view of other settled rules of statutory construction, which teach that a law is 

presumed, in the absence of clear expression to the contrary, to operate prospectively; 

that, if doubt exists as to the construction of a taxing statute, the doubt should be 

resolved in favor of the taxpayer...  Hassett v. Welch., 303 US 303, 82 L Ed 

858. (1938)  

All of this well-settled law demands that in determining tax liability, 

nothing can be presumed taxable until finding in law what is specifically 

indicated to be taxable.  

Sutherland’s Rules Agrees 

Recognized as a core text on statutory construction by the American Bar 

Association, Sutherland’s Rules of Statutory Construction is a 10-volume 

exhaustive resource providing all the acknowledged principles of 

American statutory interpretation. In 66:1, entitled Strict Construction of 

Statutes Creating Tax Liability,  I found the following, which is again 

precisely in line with a century of Supreme Court rulings just noted: 

It is a settled rule that tax laws are to be strictly construed against the state and in 

favor of the taxpayer. Where there is reasonable doubt of the meaning of a revenue 

statute, the doubt is resolved in favor of those taxed. Revenue laws are considered 
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neither remedial statutes, nor laws founded upon any public policy, and are therefore 

not liberally construed. 

Even the Internal Revenue Manual Agrees! 

Then I realized that even an unsigned, computer-generated demand for 

money can be extortion. When I’ve demanded to see the law I’m 

supposedly violating or a law that supposedly made me owe a tax, the 

IRS operative must obey his/her operations manual and show me the law: 

4.10.7.1 Overview 

Examiners are responsible for determining the correct tax liability as prescribed by 

the Internal Revenue Code. It is imperative that examiners can identify the applicable 

law, correctly interpret its meaning in light of congressional intent, and, in a fair and 

impartial manner, correctly apply the law based on the facts and circumstances of the 

case. 

4.10.7.2 Researching Tax Law 

Conclusions reached by examiners must reflect correct application of the law, 

regulations, court cases, revenue rulings, etc. Examiners must correctly determine the 

meaning of statutory provisions and not adopt strained interpretation. 

4.10.7.2.1.1 Authority of the Internal Revenue Code 

The Internal Revenue Code is generally binding on all courts of law. The courts give 

great importance to the literal language of the Code. 

4.10.7.2.9.8 Importance of Court Decisions 

The Internal Revenue Service must follow Supreme Court decisions. For 

examiners, Supreme Court decisions have the same weight as the Code. 

So. If a section of law actually existed, how long would that take to dig 

up? A minute or two? Instead, no matter how often I asked the IRS, over 

a decade they repeatedly violated their operations manual and the law by 

engaging in extortion, and by demonstrating a pattern of willful evasion. 
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Chapter 9 

Dealing With Administrative Branch Thugs 

 

For 12 years, the first two of which I was still filing and paying their 

extortion, I noticed that IRS operatives invariably did one of two things 

when I demanded a response to that most basic question of income 

taxation. Either they passed the hot potato from one regional office to 

another like bullies in a playground, or they responded, ‘we haven’t 

finished our research; we’ll get back to you’ – but then they never did. 

Every evasive non-response I received to my certified mail demands was 

additional evidence that they were engaged in willful evasion of law and 

of their own operations manual. If you watched any of the 2014 

congressional hearings where IRS operative Lois Lerner lied through her 

teeth, repeatedly perjuring herself, you see how the IRS operates. See  

Appendix A for an article by the only official Historian of the IRS, 

exposing its utter criminality. But when you think about it, what do we 

expect from a state-sponsored terror organization: lawfulness? 

I was Congress’ willing dupe for 20 years. My ‘tax evasion’ was nothing 

more than obeying the laws while trying to escape Congress’ financial 

fraud. I was trying to avoid financially supporting what I knew were 

massive violations of the Constitution. I was seeking to be free of the 

state-sponsored terrorism that allowed the D.C. Leviathan to grow like 

a cancer from the 17 enumerated, severely limited powers that we 

originally granted to our federal servants. 

I always sent all correspondence to IRS by certified mail. I always kept 

hard copies and offsite electronic backups of everything. I’m not 

paranoid; just a former terror victim, educated and all grown up. 

I was always factual, and my responses to their mail-fraud and terror 

threats were always cordial, but as firm as any employer should be when 
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addressing a corrupt employee. No need for cursing or childishness; but 

no need to be a wimp, either. They work for me, not the other way around. 

The critical tactical point is this: if we’re ever going to reverse 

the cancerous growth of the corrupt Deep State, every citizen 

should be willing to pay any amount due by law. If that amount 

is zero then I had to be willing to pay zero because by starving 

corruption we help to limit government to the enumerated 

duties that We The People assign it, in the U.S. Constitution. 

Criminals at IRS masquerade as enforcement officers 

I doubt that chasing thugs is a wise use of time, but if I wanted to go 

after extortionists at IRS just for grins, I'd begin by using this section of 

the Tax Code, since their manual says they MUST show the law under 

which they’re trying to shake me down for cash. If they can’t show the 

law, they’re committing extortion: 

Section 7214(a) 

Offenses by officers and employees of the United States 

Any officer or employee of the United States acting in connection with any revenue 

law of the United States (1) who is guilty of any extortion or willful oppression under 

color of law; or (2) who knowingly demands other or greater sums than are authorized 

by law ... upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned 

not more than 5 years, or both. 

Please understand what that means: if you don’t actually owe a tax by 

law and if you never did owe such a tax and never had a legal duty to file 

anything or keep records for government – then the public employee 

who keeps harassing you to ‘comply’ is just like any other criminal 

involved in fraud and extortion. 

Taxpayers need to read...need to learn truth rather than be terrorized into 

thinking that a victim of terror is actually a ‘criminal’. The situation is 

precisely the opposite; the ‘tax cheat’ is the woebegone citizen just trying 

to make sense of how America became communist China right before 

our eyes, in just one generation! 
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You are Hereby SUMMONED (to the refrigerator box in my yard) 

Once I learned not to fear scary letterhead not backed by law, the 

fraudsters started looking pretty silly. For instance, I learned that an IRS 

‘summons’ is just a piece of paper, of no legal consequence, as the 

federal courts ruled in 2005: 

(A)bsent an effort to seek enforcement through a federal court, IRS summonses apply 

no force to taxpayers, and no consequence whatever can befall a taxpayer who refuses, 

ignores, or otherwise does not comply with an IRS summons until that summons is 

backed by a federal court order…[a taxpayer] cannot be held in contempt, arrested, 

detained, or otherwise punished for refusing to comply with the original IRS summons, 

no matter the taxpayer's reasons, or lack of reasons for so complying. U.S. 2nd 

Appellate Court- Schulz v. IRS (2005) 

I could gain a 4-count indictment on IRS Thugs 

Here in Texas we have it best of all. Texas law stipulates that it’s a 

criminal offense every time the IRS sends a supposed ‘summons’ or 

anything else that can be construed by the citizen as originating from the 

judicial branch; that’s the first criminal count for an indictment: 

Texas Penal Code CHAPTER 32. FRAUD 

32.48. Simulating legal process. 

(a) A person commits an offense if the person recklessly causes to be delivered to 

another any document that simulates a summons, complaint, judgment, or other court 

process with the intent to: (1) induce payment of a claim from another person; or (2) 

cause another to: (A) submit to the putative authority of the document; or (B) take 

any action or refrain from taking any action in response to the document, in 

compliance with the document, or on the basis of the document. (e) Except as provided 

by Subsection (f), an offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor. (f) If it is 

shown on the trial of an offense under this section that the defendant has previously 

been convicted of a violation of this section, the offense is a state jail felony. 

The laws of Texas provide for a second count on the criminal indictment 

of IRS employees when they filed a ‘Notice of Federal Tax Lien’ in our 

Texas county records. As I learned, it was no legal lien at all; just teams 
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of administrative employees, committing fraud by their manager’s 

orders: 

Texas Government Code 51.901. 

Fraudulent document or instrument. 

(c) For purposes of this section, a document or instrument is presumed to be fraudulent 

if: ...(2) the document or instrument purports to create a lien or assert a claim against 

real or personal property or an interest in real or personal property and: ... (B) is not 

created by implied or express consent or agreement of the obligor, debtor, or the owner 

of the real or personal property... (C) is not an equitable, constructive, or other lien 

imposed by a court with jurisdiction created or established under the constitution or 

laws of this state or of the United States. 

Although it was not harming me, the IRS employees refused to get that 

NFTL fraud out of my county records back in 2004, so Texas law gave 

me a third count for a criminal indictment against the agency: 

Texas Penal Code CHAPTER 32. FRAUD. 

32.49. Refusal to execute release of fraudulent lien or claim.  

(a) A person commits an offense if, with intent to defraud or harm another, the 

person:(1) owns, holds, or is the beneficiary of a purported lien or claim asserted 

against real or personal property or an interest in real or personal property that is 

fraudulent, as described by Section 51.901(c), Government Code; and (2) not later 

than the 21st day after the date of receipt of actual or written notice sent by either 

certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to the person's last known address, 

or by telephonic document transfer to the recipient's current telecopier number, 

requesting the execution of a release of the fraudulent lien or claim, refuses to execute 

the release on the request of: (A) the obligor or debtor; (B) any person who owns any 

interest in the real or personal property described in the document or instrument that 

is the basis for the lien or claim. (b) A person who fails to execute a release of the 

purported lien or claim within the period prescribed by Subsection (a)(2) is presumed 

to have had the intent to harm or defraud another. (c) An offense under this section 

is a Class A misdemeanor. 
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Thus under Texas law, IRS commits a crime every time it files a ‘Notice 

of Federal Tax Lien’ against a Texan. If a court did not issue a judgment, 

then no lien can exist. Period. A notice is not a lien. No one is above the 

law in America! 

Good luck going after federal mafia in a state court; I’m just showing 

you the law, not suggesting you try on your own, to go get federal actors 

indicted in your state courts. Bankers and mortgage companies in Texas 

should know the law. Instead, they violate their fiduciary duty to 

customers, and usually help the IRS terrorize them. 

Of course it’s only out of fear and ignorance, because everyone knows 

how honest the banking and mortgage industries are. And like the guards 

at the Nuremberg trials, Lois Lerner and all other IRS employees are 

only following orders. But now you’ve seen the provisions from the Tax 

Code and the Internal Revenue Manual. Ignorance of the law is no 

excuse for serial fraud and extortion, as defined in the IRM itself. 

The fourth fraud count on the criminal indictment I could have asked 

the Grand Jury for is the IRS ‘team signature’ fraud. After looking at 

over a dozen copies of a Notice of Federal Tax Lien (NFTL) gathered 

from different people, I discovered one more IRS fraud tactic: every 

NFTL is signed in ink by one person using only first initial, and 

a second person’s full printed name appears below the signature. 

Is their up-line manager covering their tails in case they’re caught? Both 

operatives can deny having actually filed the fraudulent ‘lien’ by just 

blaming the other signer. After thinking about going after the two IRS 

employees (both women, likely mothers) for criminal indictment, I got 

cold feet. I couldn’t put someone’s mom in federal prison since they 

didn’t really harm me; only my reputation. But at least I had the goods 

on them and they knew it. If they ever brought me to court, I could 

have  shown this Tax Honesty Primer to the jury. 

I'm willing to bet that at least one out of any dozen Americans has the 

guts and brains to stand up to corruption. Not all judges are corrupt, 

either. The U.S. Supreme Court had this to say about government 

employees defrauding citizens: 
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This is the approach that has been taken by each of the Courts of Appeals that has 

addressed the issue: schemes to defraud include those designed to deprive individuals, 

the people...of intangible rights such as the right to have public officials perform their 

duties honestly.  McNally v. United States 483 U.S. (1987) at 358 

If I hadn’t started reading a little law and doing a little digging, I would 

have been defrauded all my working life and a jury couldn’t have helped 

me if I hadn’t made copies of everything and seen what the IRS makes 

its employees do. I knew that before they could take any of my stuff, the 

crooks had to file that bogus ‘lien notice’. I filed a public complaint right 

away when IRS tried to steal from me that way. 

I filed an Affidavit of Material Facts (see Appendix B) with our county 

clerk. Every point in a signed, notarized affidavit that is not specifically 

answered is established in the record. I was then on the record that I 

only signed as ‘Taxpayer’ under penalty of perjury all those years out of 

ignorance and coercion.  

After that, I informed my clients and the attorneys for my banks that 

filing an NFTL is a criminal act in our State. I sent my banks a certified 

letter informing them that if a fraudster claims funds in my account 

without a judge’s ruling, I’d demand my full deposits from the bank or 

the FDIC just as if any other criminal stole my funds on deposit. 
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Chapter 10 

Summary 

 

To play offense as well as defense, consider joining AmericaAgain! and 

forming your TACTICAL CIVICS county chapter. 

My prayer is that someday, We The People can bring Madisonian law 

enforcement to criminals who have turned Congress into their puppet 

theater, destroying American families, our national currency, and our 

once respected place in the world.  

Congress’ IRS Scam: Only the Tip of the Iceberg 

Besides the Internal Revenue Code and the resources listed in the book 

above, I also recommend the books in Appendix C, to discover how 

deep the corruption is and how long it has been going on. 

The pumping heart of American corruption is CONGRESS, not its tax 

collection agency. The IRS is merely Congress’ mopping-up scheme to 

avoid hyperinflating the trillions in counterfeit ‘money’ it conjures up for 

itself every few months through its co-conspirator, the FED cartel.  

You never learned history in school or college. The generation of Marx, 

Darwin, and Lincoln was America’s watershed into tyranny. What most 

Americans think began in 1913, was brewing in the dens, offices, and 

clubs of powerful men for 80 years before Wilson’s corrupt 

administration and the gangsters from Jekyll Island.  

Congress passes ‘laws’ that industries write for themselves, then papers 

over the crimes with ‘regulations’ written by the industry itself, to 

supposedly control that industry.  In the prosecutorial world, this is 

known as capture.  Both political parties are corrupt organizations and 

the financial industry is almost entirely criminal. 

https://tacticalcivics.com/
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The only way to re-capture Congress and federal regulatory agencies 

from predators is for We The People – through state criminal courts – 

to bust members of Congress for their criminal activities. They must 

choose between pleasing their billionaire handlers, and avoiding seizure 

of their assets and spending the rest of their life in a state penitentiary. 

The IRS scam plays into this because 75% of federal activity is illegal 

according to the Constitution. The simplest first step to ending this 

massive bureaucratic cancer is to cut off its funding.  How could we 

believe politicians’ lies about ‘smaller government’? As long as Congress 

skims every payroll account through its IRS scam, it will continue to haul 

in five times the revenues needed for its lawful powers! 

If Americans want Congress to do more than the 17 things allowed it in 

the Constitution, the special interest must get an amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution ratified, following the process stipulated in Article V.  

Corruption infests every government on earth; we can’t eliminate it; but 

we can certainly reduce it.  Rule of law prevailed as long as America had 

a Christian core of solid citizens willing to go after bad guys.  But for 

over a century We The People have slept; perverts and greedy criminals 

have captured Congress and the federal courts, and have written the 

regulations that are supposed to liberate us from their predation. 

The IRS debacle is run by the crime kingpins in Congress, who have 

been inviting and enabling this corruption. Now, a vital remnant of 

Americans will turn the tables on D.C. organized crime. AmericaAgain! 

and TACTICAL CIVICS™ will begin by restoring constitutional Militias 

in every county, training and briefing Grand Jury members on their 

amazing powers over corruption, and by seeking to get the original First 

Amendment fully ratified.   

It was passed by Congress in 1789 and ratified by 12 states already. Only 

11 were properly recorded, so it was technically ratified already in 1790, 

but needs to be ratified again, now by 27 more states; then it will become 

the 28th Amendment. The website for that project is OurFirstRight.org. 
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The amendment will require that congressional districts be a maximum 

of 50,000 people; that means small, low-budget elections so that citizen-

statesmen can run for the U.S. House; you won't have to be a millionaire 

in the pocket of billionaires, to run for Congress. Best of all: the 31,000 

American communities of under 10,000 residents will finally have 

representation in the U.S. House and the U.S. Electoral College for the 

first time in a century. 

Anyone can join AmericaAgain! and launch a TACTICAL CIVICS™ 

chapter to turn the tide of history just when most Americans think our 

republic is finished!   

Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled 

In the almost 25 years that I’ve been a law-abiding Nontaxpayer, I’ve 

never been harmed by IRS or had one dollar taken by Congress’ terror 

agents. I’m not suggesting that no one has; among us tens of millions of 

non-filers, many of them have war stories about skirmishes with the 

IRS. But many times more filers have such war stories. No American 

should ever fear his public servants! Your servants can successfully use 

terror to make you pay its demands only as long as you’re ignorant and 

subservient to organized crime. Now, you need not be. 

The ‘Fair Tax’ Trojan Horse 

The law and the IRS can be left exactly as they are, with just one simple 

change: IRS employees must obey the law and not commit fraud or 

extortion. As Taxpayers grow more disillusioned with the corruption 

and outright theft by government at every level, they are easy prey for 

the politicians’ pitch about a coming ‘solution’ that they call a ‘Fair Tax’. 

Don’t believe in the Tax Fairy; read powerful refutations of the scam 

in THIS article and THIS one. 

Don’t buy the Tax Fairy’s magic dust.  America would leap from the 

frying pan into the fire, after the lure of “getting rid of the IRS”; 

nonsense. Every retailer in America would be working for the IRS under 

that Trojan Horse scheme! Every proposal by a politician has a different 

plan for the same target: your checkbook.  

http://americaagain.net/
https://mises.org/library/fair-tax-fraud
https://mises.org/library/flat-tax-not-flat-and-fairtax-not-fair
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The fraudsters in Congress have had the ‘FairTax’ scam waiting in the 

wings for many years. It’s potentially an even worse scam than the one 

we’re finally busting. 

The Best Era in Our History 

I pray that this booklet has been enlightening to you. What you do about 

Congress’ tax scam is entirely up to you; this booklet is the record of my 

own experience, digging into the causes and strategies of earth’s most 

powerful organized crime operation: the U.S. Congress.  

We did not get into this corrupt mess overnight. I explain when, how, 

and by whom the mega-crimes were launched, in my other books 

including This Bloodless Liberty, Fear The People, Tactical Civics,  Mission to 

America and A Republic to Save.  

Having to dig out of my self-imposed gulag of ignorance and fear led 

me and my brother to plant AmericaAgain! Trust, which has almost 180 

TACTICAL CIVICS™ county chapters so far and we hope the network 

will soon contain a chapter in each of America’s 3,141 counties and 

county equivalents. Believe it or not, we are entering the best period in 

our history; 150-year-old Marxism is finally dying a kicking, screaming 

death. It will not go without a fight; but it will go. 

But I know you agree with me, especially if you have traveled abroad: 

America is the greatest republic on earth. I thank God every day that I 

live here, and you should, too. But we have work to do, and I hope you’ll 

join us in doing it. 
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Appendix A 

The Most Secretive Institution                        

in federal government 

 
by Shelley Davis Bishop 
 
Reprint of an article by Ms. Bishop (nee Davis), the only official historian of the IRS 

in the institution’s history. 

For nearly eight years, I worked for the IRS. I did not process tax 

returns. In fact, I rarely saw tax returns. My job was unique for the tax 

collector. I was one of nearly 10,000 employees at the headquarters of 

the IRS in Washington D.C. , but I was the only one with the job title 

of historian. I turned out to be not only the first, but also the last, official 

IRS historian! 

In the 1990s, my revelations of massive document destruction at the 

IRS, essentially the wholesale loss of the history of one of our most 

important government agencies, rocked the tax collector—at least for a 

moment. My revelations helped lead to congressional hearings and even 

a new law. Unfortunately, little has changed in the attitude or actions of 

the tax collector toward its record-keeping responsibilities for the 

American people. 

Today, the IRS remains our most secretive and powerful federal agency. 

Without records, they remain unaccountable to Congress, but most of 

all to the taxpayers they pledge to serve. 

After 16 years of working for the federal government as a professional 

historian, my career came to a jolting halt at the end of 1995 when I 

found myself facing allegations that I had wrongfully leaked sensitive 

information to a history professor from Franklin and Marshall College 

in Pennsylvania. While untrue—even laughable in retrospect—the 

lobbing of false charges against a federal historian aroused little concern 
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among my fellow professional communities—historians, archivists, and 

records managers. 

The story behind the false charges provides a fascinating and disturbing 

glimpse inside the workings of the IRS investigations staff. The trouble 

began with a FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) request filed by 

Professor John Andrew, who was searching for records related to IRS 

targeting of left-wing political groups during the Nixon administration. 

In his research, Andrew used transcripts of congressional hearings 

during the Watergate era and noticed specific IRS documents identified 

in footnotes. When his FOIA request asked for those records, the eagle-

eyed investigators inside the IRS jumped to the conclusion that the only 

way that Andrew could know to cite specific documents by date, subject, 

and name of the author was if I had leaked such information to him. 

Of course, the reality, sadly, was that the documents that Andrew 

sought, were destroyed by the IRS long ago. When two IRS special 

investigators drove to Lancaster , Pennsylvania to grill Andrew about 

how this information had been leaked to him by (obviously!) the 

historian, he simply pulled out his copy of the congressional hearing and 

pointed to the footnotes. As he explained this bizarre visit to me, he 

said, “I don't think those investigators had a clue what a footnote was!” 

I live with my own personal sense of contentment that I did the right 

thing by resigning in protest when I learned of the false charges. I also 

live with deep disappointment that I was essentially abandoned by my 

peers simply because I worked for an agency that is considered to be of 

little historical importance or interest. 

The years I spent with the IRS tell the story of a breakdown of federal 

records management when pitted against the powerful bureaucracy and 

intransigence of the IRS. The result of the untimely end of my federal 

historical career? The smattering or records from the IRS held by the 

National Archives increased slightly after my departure, primarily the 

result of the accessioning of three rooms of documents I personally 

squirreled away during my tenure. But there it stops.  
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My career sacrifice, I have decided, meant nothing in terms of reforming 

IRS records management, alerting the historical community to serious 

record keeping issues inside the government, nor increasingly the 

availability of IRS records to potential researchers. 

Of course, this implies that someone out there cares about IRS records. 

How does one explain the nearly nonexistent reaction from the press, 

the public, and (most alarming to me) my professional colleagues in the 

historical community to my revelation that the IRS had systematically 

and intentionally (as well as unintentionally) destroyed its paper trail for 

the entire twentieth century?  

Over the past few years, I have been forced to reach the disturbing, if 

self-evident, revelation. No one really cares. My sad realization is that as 

long as the tax collector doesn't reach into your own pocket, you don’t 

give a hoot whether the National Archives has any IRS records. I was 

shocked to hear historians (yes historians!) nervously laugh, then tell me 

that perhaps it was a good thing that there were no IRS records because 

perhaps this decreased their chance of being audited. 

Never has a federal agency—and its power—been so misunderstood by 

those we expect to monitor that power—journalists, historians, and 

record keepers. In the end, I concluded that the IRS—not the CIA, not 

the FBI, not the NSA—is the most secret of all our federal agencies. 

How can that be? Simple. Destruction of records is a far more 

permanent method of hiding from public view than stamping “Top 

Secret” on them and locking them away. There are no IRS documents 

from the 1930s or 1940s or 1950s waiting to be declassified. They’re 

simply gone. 

How could the IRS get away with shredding nearly their entire paper 

trail? Easy. No one was looking. The journalists were more focused on 

whether their mailboxes contained a notice from the IRS than on the 

tremendous investigative powers Congress has placed in the hands of 

this agency. Historians have overlooked the larger picture of the 

important role the tax collector has played in the forward march of 

American history, passing by the IRS as an uninteresting bureaucracy. 
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Somehow historians have failed to make the connection between tax 

collection and America 's financial, social, governmental, and military 

history. 

But not only was no one looking over the shoulder of the IRS, another 

important element in explaining how we lost so much essential history 

is that the IRS outsmarted us all. While journalists and historians may 

have been oblivious to the power wielded by the IRS behind the scenes, 

the IRS was well aware of its own powers and the need to obscure them 

from public scrutiny. They took advantage of our naivete. They also held 

the ace in the deck—something called Section 6103 of the Internal 

Revenue Code. This is the section of the tax code that governs the 

confidentiality of tax returns; the clause that keeps your tax return 

between you and the tax collector. 

Rather than using Section 6103 for what it was meant, i.e., protecting 

tax returns, the IRS took the convenient position that Section 6103 

trumped everything else when it came to federal laws, rules, and 

regulations, including the Federal Records Act. This meant that the IRS 

swept its entire documentary trail under the realm of “tax return 

information,” allegedly protected by Section 6103, whether or not a 

particular document had anything to do with tax data. Unwilling to take 

on the behemoth IRS (as well as lacking any push for access from any 

interested community), the National Archives and Records 

Administration turned a blind eye to this practice. 

It has been a long and lonely ride for me to try to preserve and protect 

the history of our tax agency. The ultimate irony, I think, is that we 

celebrate our history as a republic which fought a war for independence 

based largely on issues related to taxation, yet we have let the history of 

the agency we created to enforce our own system of taxation, languish 

into virtual nonexistence.  

The result, although we remain blissfully unaware of its potential 

consequences, is that we have granted the IRS powers above and beyond 

those of any other federal agency. One just has to wonder what the 

founding fathers would think of that! 
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Appendix B 

Affidavit of Material Facts 

 

 

This affidavit of material facts sets forth fact statements concerning my 

status and relationship to internal revenue laws of the United States 

and acts and omissions by Internal Revenue Service personnel that 

have adversely affected and are adversely affecting my substantive and 

procedural rights of due process as well as my inalienable rights. 

 

The controversy involves alleged federal income tax liabilities for 

calendar year(s) (YEAR) through (YEAR). This affidavit is sworn and 

subscribed before a duly commissioned state notary public and 

therefore qualifies as testimony in all jurisdictions under the full faith 

and credit clause of the Constitution of the United States. 

 

Fact statements are as follows: 

 

1. My name is (NAME); I am a living, moral being endowed with 

unalienable rights to life, liberty and property, and all substantive rights 

secured by the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution 

of the State of (STATE).  

2. I am a Citizen of (STATE), which is a State of the Union. 

 

3. My abode and dwelling is geographically located in (STATE), which 

is a State of the Union. 

 

4. I do not have a foreign tax home as defined in the Internal Revenue 

Code and am not subject to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue’s 

authority delegated by Treasury Order 150-17 relating to foreign 

exchange of tax information. 
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5. I have never received notice from a District Director of an Internal 

Revenue Service district, nor the Assistant Commissioner of Internal 

Revenue (International), that I am or ever have been required to keep 

books and records and file returns for any of the eight classes of tax 

administered by the Internal Revenue Service. (Letter 978 (DO) & 

Notice 555; see also 26 U.S.C. §6001, 26 CFR §§1.6001-1(d) and 

31.6001-6 and Treasury Delegation Order No. 24) 

 

6. I have not signed a Form 870 or any other examination agreement 

form. (See 26 CFR § 601.105(b)(4).) 

 

7. Despite my request and/or demand, Internal Revenue Service 

personnel have not conclusively resolved contested matters of fact and 

law with a national office technical advice memorandum (26 CFR § 

601.105(b)(5)) or any other comprehensive statement that includes 

findings of fact and conclusions of law. (See 5 U.S.C. §§ 556(d) & (e).) 

 

8. I have never signed an agreement accepting examination officer 

findings. (See 26 CFR § 601.105(c)(1)(i)) 

 

9. I have never received notice that disputed matters of fact and law 

can be addressed via a national office technical advice memorandum in 

the examination for appeal format (See 26 CFR §§ 601.105 & 601.106.) 

 

10. IRS examination and/or appeals officers have never provided me 

with findings of fact and conclusions of law that comply with 

requirements of 5 U.S.C. §§556(d) & (e). 

 

11. IRS personnel have never affirmatively established IRS standing 

and venue jurisdiction in (STATE) on the record with documentary or 

testimonial evidence. 

 

12. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, all of my income, regardless of nature or the activity from 

which it was derived, was from sources in (STATE) and/or other 
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States of the Union. 

 

13. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, all of my earnings and other forms of income were from 

private enterprise in (STATE) and/or other States of the Union. 

 

14. I am not now and never have been a citizen or resident of the 

geographical United States, including the District of Columbia, Puerto 

Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Northern 

Mariana Islands. (See definitions of “United States”, “State”, and 

“citizen” at 26 CFR § 31.3121(e)-1; see also definitions of “United 

States” & “State” at 26 U.S.C. subsections 7701(a)(9) & (10).) 

 

15. I am not now and never have been a citizen or resident of the 

political coalition, compact or alliance of territories and insular 

possessions of the United States known as the [Federal] United States 

of America (not to be confused with the Union of States party to the 

Constitution known as the United States of America, established in the 

Articles of Confederation). (See notes following 18 U.S.C. §1001; 40 

Stat. 1015, c. 194.) 

 

16. I am not a nonresident alien, nor a principal of a foreign 

corporation, with income derived from sources within the United 

States. (See chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code generally; gross 

income “source” relating to items of income from taxable sources 

listed at 26 U.S.C. § 61 & 26 CFR § 1.861-8 generally.) 

 

17. In the calendar year or years specified above I was not a person 

required to deduct and withhold a tax pursuant to 26 USC §1441. 

 

18. In the calendar year or years specified above I was not a person 

“made liable for such tax” as specified at 26 USC §1461. 

 

19. I am not a resident alien lawfully admitted to a State of the Union, 

the District of Columbia, or an insular possession of the United States. 
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20. In the calendar year or years specified above, I did not serve as an 

officer or employee of Government of the United States, the District 

of Columbia, or an insular possession of the United States, nor as an 

officer of a corporation in which the United States or the [Federal] 

United States of America has a proprietary interest. (See 26 U.S.C. 

§§3401(c) & (d) and 31 U.S.C. §9101.) 

 

21. In the calendar year or years specified above, I did not receive 

‘wages’ as defined at 26 U.S.C. § 3401(a) (See also, the Public Salary 

Tax Act of 1939.) 

 

22. In the calendar year or years specified above, I did not knowingly 

and intentionally enter a voluntary withholding agreement for 

government personnel withholding either as an ‘employee’ (26 U.S.C. § 

3401(c)) or an ‘employer’ (26 U.S.C. § 3401(d)). (See 26 CFR § 

31.3402(p)-1.) 

 

23. I am not a person subject to Internal Revenue Service tax audit 

and/or check authorized by Treasury Order 150-29. 

 

24. In the calendar years specified above, I did not receive notice from 

the Secretary of Health and Human Services that I received or paid 

wages, as required by 42 U.S.C. 405(3), (4)(A), (4)(B). 

 

25. I am not subject to and do not participate in the Northern Mariana 

Islands Social Security Tax administered by the Internal Revenue 

Service under authority of Treasury Order 159-18. 

 

26. I have never been notified by the Treasury Financial Management 

Service that I was responsible for administration of government 

personnel withholding (26 U.S.C. § 3403), nor have I received the 

Form 8655 Reporting Agent Authorization certificate. (See Internal 

Revenue Manual §3.0.258.4 (11/21/97), January 1999 edition on CD.) 
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27. I am not an officer or employee of the Treasury or any bureau of 

the Department of the Treasury subject to Internal Revenue Service 

authority related to submission of collected taxes delegated by Treasury 

Order 150-15. 

 

28. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive items of taxable income from foreign 

sources (26 CFR § 1.861-8(f)(1)(vi)(A)). 

 

29. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive foreign mineral income (26 CFR §1.861-

8(f)(1)(vi)(B)). 

 

30. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive income from foreign oil and gas 

extraction (26 CFR §1.861-8(f)(1)(vi)(D)). 

 

31. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive income from a domestic corporation that 

has an election in effect under 26 U.S.C. § 936 (Puerto Rico & 

possession tax credit). (26 CFR §1.861-8(f)(1)(vi)(E) 

 

32. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive income from an insular possession of the 

United States. (See 26 CFR §§ 1.861-8(f)(1)(iv)(F)-(H); see also, 

definitions of “State”, “United States” & “citizen” at 26 CFR § 

31.3121(e)-1 and “American employer” at § 31.3121(h)-1) 

 

33. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive income from a China Trade Act 

corporation. (See 26 CFR § 1.861-8(f)(1)(vi)(I)) 

 

34. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive income from a foreign controlled 

corporation as fiduciary agent of the corporation. (See 26 CFR § 1.861-
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8(f)(1)(iv)(J)) 

 

35. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive items of income from insurance of U.S. 

risks under 26 U.S.C. § 953(b)(5). (See 26 CFR § 1.861-8(f)(1)(iv)(K)) 

 

36. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive taxable items of income from operation 

of an agreement vessel under section 607 of the Merchant Marine Act 

of 1936, as amended. (See 26 CFR § 1.861-8(f)(1)(iv)(M)) 

 

37. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive items of income from a public works 

contract subject to Federal income and Social Security tax withholding. 

(40 U.S.C. § 270a) 

 

38. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge I did not knowingly own stock in, do business with, or have 

anything else to do with a corporation in which the [Federal] United 

States of America owns stock. (See notes following18 U.S.C. § 1001; 

see also, Chapter 194, 40 Stat. 1015) 

 

39. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive wages, remuneration, or other 

compensation as an officer or employee of an oceangoing vessel 

construed as an American employer. (See 26 CFR § 31.3121(f)-6) 

 

40. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive gambling winnings from the District of 

Columbia or insular possessions of the United States. (See I.R.C. 

Subtitle D generally) 

 

41. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive items of income from maritime 

(international) trade in alcohol, tobacco or firearms. (See 27 CFR §72) 
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42. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive items of income from production and/or 

distribution of alcohol, tobacco or firearms in the District of Columbia 

or insular possessions of the United States. (I.R.C. Subtitle E; 27 CFR 

§70) 

 

43. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive any items of income from activities taking 

place within an “internal revenue district” as such districts have been 

established under authority of 26 USC 7621. 

 

44. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge, I did not receive items of income from maritime 

(international) trade in opium, cocaine or other controlled substances. 

(See I.R.C. §§7302, 7325 & 7327 and 26 CFR §403) 

 

45. To the best of my knowledge, I have never been involved in 

activity involving controlled substances subject to Internal Revenue 

Service investigation under authority of Treasury Directive 15-42. (See 

26 CFR §403)In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best 

of my knowledge, I did not receive items of income from production 

and/or distribution of opium, cocaine or other controlled substances 

in the District of Columbia or insular possessions of the United States. 

 

46. In the calendar year or years specified above, I did not knowingly 

and intentionally contribute or contract to contribute money, property, 

or other assets to the Treasury of the United States. 

 

47. In the calendar year or years specified above, to the best of my 

knowledge I did not engage in any activity regulated under authority of 

Title 27 of the United States Code. 

 

I attest and affirm that I have personal knowledge of all the facts stated 

in this Affidavit, and that they are true and correct and that they are 
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provided under penalties of perjury under the laws of the State of 

(STATE), so help me God. 

 

Further, Affiant sayeth not. 

 

 

_____________________________________Signature 

 

 

Date ___________________________________ 

 

Notary Certification 

 

 

State of ________________County of _______________________ 

 

On this date before me personally appeared (NAME), who proved to 

me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name 

is subscribed to the above instrument and acknowledged to me that 

(s)he executed the same in (his/her) authorized capacity and that by 

(his/her) signature on the instrument, executed the instrument. 

 

Witness my hand and official seal, this ____day of __________, 2020. 

 

 

_____________________________________Printed name of notary 

 

 

_______________________________________Signature of notary 

 

(Notary Seal) 
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Appendix C 

A Reading List 

 

My book A Republic to Save: Essays in Tactical Civics is a free 300-page PDF 

book, available free here. Don’t let the size scare you; it’s 46 brief essays. 

Skim the table of contents and just dip in to read one essay at a time.  

Watch the 21-minute introduction to TACTICAL CIVICS™ HERE. 

American history is fascinating; if we learn its lessons, we are not 

condemned to repeat them. To discover Congress’ 150 year old criminal 

alliances with banking and industry, read: 

Blood Money: Civil War and the Federal Reserve John Graham (2006) 

Organized Crime: The Unvarnished Truth About Government Thomas 

DiLorenzo (2012) 

The Case Against the Fed Murray Rothbard (1994) 

The Best Way to Rob a Bank is to Own One William Black (2005) 

It Takes a Pillage Nomi Prins (2010) 

The Great American Stickup Robert Scheer (2010) 

Griftopia Matt Taibbi (2011) 

To learn exactly what the framers of the U.S. Constitution were thinking 

when they drafted and refined our supreme Law of the Land, read Free, 

Sovereign, and Independent States: The Intended Meaning of the 

American Constitution by John R. Graham (2009) 

The GOP has been a front for mercantilist criminals, born under Karl 

Marx’s banner.  Don’t believe me? Read Lincoln’s Marxists by Walter 

D. Kennedy and Al Benson, Jr. (2011) 

http://americaagain.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/A-Republic-to-Save-by-DM-Zuniga-8-13-19.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7oAfB3uNMQ
http://www.amazon.com/Blood-Money-Civil-Federal-Reserve/dp/1589803981/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1337095592&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Organized-Crime-Unvarnished-Truth-Government/dp/1610162552/ref=sr_1_sc_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1377365357&sr=8-1-spell&keywords=Organized+Crime+di+Lorenzo
http://www.amazon.com/The-Case-Against-Murray-Rothbard/dp/1467934895/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1337095691&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/The-Best-Way-Rob-Bank/dp/0292721390/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1337004524&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/It-Takes-Pillage-Deceit-Trillions/dp/0470928557/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1337004571&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/The-Great-American-Stickup-Republicans/dp/1568584342/ref=pd_sim_b_8
http://www.amazon.com/Griftopia-Bankers-Politicians-Audacious-American/dp/0385529961/ref=pd_sim_b_1
http://www.amazon.com/Free-Sovereign-Independent-States-Constitution/dp/1589805895/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1337097749&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Free-Sovereign-Independent-States-Constitution/dp/1589805895/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1337097749&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Free-Sovereign-Independent-States-Constitution/dp/1589805895/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1337097749&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Lincolns-Marxists-Al-Benson-Jr/dp/158980905X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1339639460&sr=1-1
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